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Abstract 
This thesis is a survey on applications of various monotonici ty formulae on 
energy minimiz ing maps, bundle-valued harmonic ；>forms and harmonic maps 
f rom conformally compact manifolds. 
一 Energy minimiz ing maps have a nice part ia l regulari ty theory. A key ingredi-
ent to this theory is the monotonici ty property of the energy minimizing maps. 
For instance, i t w i l l be used to prove the reverse^Poincare inequality which is a 
crucial step in the estimates. Together w i th other auxi l iary results, such as Luck-
hau's lemma, we can then prove the ^-regularity for energy minimizing maps. 
Another application of monotonicity formula is the study of bundle-valued 
p-forms. A p-form is said to satisfy the conservation law if the divergence of its 
stress-energy tensor vanishes. Such a p- form satisfies a monotonicity formula; 
and if the base manifol(^ is Cartan-Hadamard, then we can derive a vanishing 
theorem. 
Finally, we give a result about the—topology of conformally compact manifolds 
via harmonic map arguments. To be precise, let / : M —» A^ be a harmonic 
map w i th finite energy, where M is a conformally compact manifold and TV is a 
complete and non-positively curved manifold. We wi l l first compute the growth 
of the energy of / on a fixed end of M and obtain a monotonicity formula. Then 
we prove that either f is constant or M splits as a wrap product of R and a 
compact manifold E provided that M satisfies certain conditions on its curvature 
and first eigenvalue. 
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I n this thesis, we survey on the applications of monoton ic i ty formulae in three 
areas: energy min imiz ing maps, harmonic p-forms and the topology of confor-
mal ly compact manifolds. 
I n chapter 1，we state some wel l -known facts i n analysis and geometry that 
are needed in the subsequent chapters. — 
I n chapter 2, we give a brief survey on the regular i ty of energy min imiz ing 
maps. Energy min imiz ing maps natura l ly come f rom physical phenomena^- I ts 
elegance and usefulness at t ract the at tent ion of numerous mathematic ians and 
physicists. Let u e N), the energy SBp{y) of u i n Bp{y) is defined by 
^bmH = / 
u is said to be energy min imiz ing i f SBp{y){u) < SBp{y){w) whenever w — u G 
For an energy min imiz ing map u between Riemannian manifolds M ^ and 妒， 
C. B. Morrey [21] showed that i f n = 2 and u is harmonic, then u is smooth. 
Eells and Sampson [8] proved that i f N is compact and non-posit ively curved, 
then every homotopy class of maps f rom a closed mani fo ld M in to N has a smooth 
harmonic representative. I f the image lies inside a convex bal l of N， then there 
— is an existence and regular i ty theory clue to Hilclebrancit, Kau l and Wiclman in 
5 
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•14] as wel l as H i ldebrandt and W i d m a n [15]. Schoen and Uhlenbeck proved the 
fo l lowing ^- regular i ty theorem on energy m in im iz ing maps i n thei r famous paper 
24；. 
T h e o r e m 2 . 7 . 1 ( ^ - r e g u l a r i t y t h e o r e m ) Let k 〉 e 6 (0,1) and u e 
Wi，2(n, N) IS energy mmmnzmg on Br{xo) C then there exists S 二 s{n, N, A, 0) > 
0 such that if u satisfies 
(1) / iDtzp < A and 
Jbr{xo) 一 
(2) R—几[ — A观丑 | 2 < 
then u E C'^{Br/iq{xo)) and 
/ r A i 
R] sup \D'u\ \u- A.t。，_r|2 
BdR{xo) \ J BR{xo) J 
where C 二 A，N, 6, n), = " 二 、 、 / ^ 
Roughly speaking, i f the energy of u on Bp{xo) and the mean square derivat ion 
o f i i tcTa f ixed vector are sufficient small, then u is regular at Xq- and the derivatives 
of u in Benixo) are also bounded. The ^-regular i ty theorem stated in the above 
is taken f rom the lectures of L. Simon [26]. We w i l l fol low his method to prove 
th is theorem in chapter 2. 
I n order to do so, we need the monotonic i ty proper ty of energy min imiz ing 
maps: i f u is energy min imiz ing in B r { j j ) and 0 < a < p < R, then 
c j h [ \Du\^ < 严 [ \ D u \ \ 
JB^y) JBpiy) 
Using this property and the Luckhau's lemma, we are able to derive the reverse 
Poincare inequality. By reverse Poincare inequality, assumption (1) of the e-
regular i ty theorem implies 
[ \DN\' < CP-N [ - A,，/, 
J Bp丨2、y、 J My) 
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for any Bp{y) i n 工o). Then we can app ly el l ipt ic est imate to infer t ha t 
u e 
From the assumptions in the e-regular i ty theorem, u satisfies the harmonic 
map equat ion 
n 
Aw 二 - E AJJDjU, DjU), 
j二 1 
where Au is the second fundamenta l fo rm of the smooth compact mani fo ld N . ‘ 
Since u e (否/2/16(孙)），the left hand side of the above equal i ty is Thus, 
by el l ipt ic estimate again, we can deduce t ha t u G (72，""(召/^ /16(工0)). Repeat ing 
the argument, we can prove that u G 工o)). The details in prov ing the 
derivat ive estimate w i l l be present i n par t I I of section 2.7. 
Monoton ic i t y formula is not only used in the regular i ty theory for energy 
min im iz ing maps but also a very useful too l i n other geometric problems. For 
instance, Chen and L i used a monoton ic i ty fo rmula in [4] to examine the global 
existence and non-existence of Yang-Mi l ls flows in dimension greater than 4 and 
they obtained an ^-regular i ty theorem for Yang-Mi l ls flows. B y using heat f low 
arguments in [13], Richard S. Hami l t on obtained various monoton ic i ty formulae 
related to harmonic map heat flows, mean curvature flows and Yang-Mi l ls heat 
flows. 
Monoton ic i ty formula has a version of harmonic p-forms, and we w i l l give a 
brief survey of this based on Xin 's work [29] and [30] in chapter 3. The stress-
energy tensor of smooth maps was f irst in t roduced by P. Ba i rd and J. Eells in [2], 
and they applied i t to obta in far-reaching results in the harmonic map theory. 
The stress-energy tensor of a bundle valued p—form uj is defined by 
Suj =去 — a;Oc^， 
where g is the metr ic of a Riemannian mani fo ld M. We w i l l derive some ba-
sic properties of this tensor in section 3.1 and prove the fol lowing monotonic i ty 
formula in section 3.2 by using Hessian comparison theorem. 
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T h e o r e m 3 . 2 . 1 Let u e r ( A ^ T * M (g) E) be satisfying 
- [ { d i v S ^ ) { X ) * 1 < l{m + 2p- 1)A I 
J M 2 j M 
for an arbitrary vector field X with a compact support in M and for some positive 
constant A. Then for any x G Bi (xq) and 0 < a < p < 
一 ( A + A ) c r — p - m f * ^ < ^ c { A + X ) p f * 丄， 
J B+、 J Bp、:) 
where c is a constant depending on m and p and 八 is depending on the bounds of 
the sectional curvature in Bi{xo). 
A bundle valued p - f o rm u is said to fu l f i l l the conservation law i f the diver-
gence of i ts stress-energy tensor vanishes. And reo t t i and Vesentini [1] proved that 
1/2 harmonic forms are closed and co-closed. Thus, harmonic p- forms satisfy the 
conservation law since {divSi_j){X) = i x ^ ) + {'^xdu, l j ) , for any vector field 
X . We prove the fo l lowing vanishing theorem for 厂forms sat isfying the conser-
vat ion law. 
T h e o r e m 3 .3 .1 Let M be an m-dimensional simply connected manifold whose 
sectional curvature is non-positive and varies moderately. Let E be a vector bun-
dle over M and u is an integrable p-form with values in E. If u satisfies the 
conservation law and m > 2p，then u;三 0. 
The te rm "sectional curvature varies moderately" w i l l be explained precisely 
in section 3.3. 
This vanishing theorem is a special case of Dodziuk 's conjecture in [7]. For 
a simply-connected mani fo ld M w i t h strong negative curvature, Dodzi i ik con-
jectured tha t W { M ) = {0 } l i V ^ m/2，where ^ ^ ( M ) is the set of I ? har-
monic p-forms. The aff i rmative answer of this conjecture w i l l settle the fol lowing 
Hopf conjecture: If M加.is a corn/pact manifold with negative curvature, then 
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〉 0, where is the Euler characteristics of M. 
Final ly , we w i l l take a glimpse of the topology of conformal ly compact Ein-
stein manifolds in chapter 4. 
D e f i n i t i o n 4 .0 .1 . 
Let (M, g) be a complete Riemannian manifold. (M, g) is said to be conformally 
compact if M is the interior of a compact manifold M with boundary DM; and 
there—exists a smooth function p on M such that p > 0 in M, p = 0 on dM, 
dp 0 on dM，and 'g 二 p^g extends continuously on M. In the case，p is called 
a defining function and {dM, 'g \ q^j) is called the conformed infinity of M. 
Conformal ly compact manifolds were studied by Fefferman and Graham in 
9] which formulated the fundamenta l problem of existence and constructed h igh 
order approximate solutions near the conformal inf in i ty. 
I n recent years, physicists proposed a new theory called A d S / C F T correspon-
_ dence which studies the correlat ion between supergravi ty and conformal field 
theory. Th is made the s tudy of conformal ly compact manifolds popular because 
the mathemat ica l foundat ion of A d S / C F T correspondence is based on these man-
ifolds. Whether the conformal in f in i ty is connected is of great significance in A d S / 
C F T correspondence. The connectedness of the conformal in f in i ty gives a rea-
sonable formulat ion of the A d S / C F T correspondence and rules out the existence 
of warmholes. W i t t en and Yau first gave an aff i rmative answer to this question 
under the condit ion tha t the conformal in f in i ty has posit ive Yamabe invariant. 
They considered the brane act ion on the hypersurfaces and used techniques f rom 
min ima l submanifold theory to obta in the proposed connectedness. Later on, Cai 
and Galloway were able to give a different proof [3] assuming only that the Yam-
abe invariant is non-negative. Afterwards, X . Wang [27] showed that the lower 
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bound on the first eigenvalue can be used to balance the negat iv i t y of the Ricci 
curvature i n the Bochner argument and he obta ined a new proof of W i t t en -Yau ' s 
theorem. 
I n th is thesis, we w i l l fol low X . Wang [27] and Leung-Wan [19] to obta in 
vanishing theorems on harmonic l - f o rms and maps. These vanishing theorems 
imp l y the connectedness of the conformal in f in i ty . 
We give a delicate calculat ion on the energy g rowth of harmonic maps f rom a 
conformal ly compact manifolds in to a complete non-posi t ive ly curved manifold. 
Then, by using gradient estimate and Bochner formula, we have: 
T h e o r e m 4 .4 .2 Let ，力，n > 2 be an AH conformally compact rn,ani-
fold such that RiCg > —ng and Xg > n — 1. Assume that f is a smooth harmonic 
map with finite total energy from M into a smooth manifold N with non-positive 
sectional curvature. If \g > n — 1, then f is a constant map. If Xg = n — 1, then 
either f is a constant map or M splits into R x E with the wrapped product met- 一 
ric g = dt'^ + c o s w h e r e (E, h) is a compact manifold with Rich > —(n —1). 
From this theorem, we can deduce tha t HniJVI, Z ) = 0 and, i n par t icu lar , the 
conformal in f in i ty is connected. 
Chapter 1 
Preliminary 
I n this chapter, we w i l l state the materials w i t h o u t g iv ing proof. Interested 
readers can find the details in [10], [16], [17], [23] and [26 . 
1.1 Background in analysis 
1.1.1 Holder Continuity 
— D e f i n i t i o n 1 .1 .1 .1 Lei fl be an open subset in W and a e {0,1], u : fl R is 
said to be Holder continuous with exponent a on ft if there is a constant C such 
that 
u{x) — u{y)\ < C|x — Vx, yen. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1.1.1.2 We define a semi-norm on the set of Holder continuous func-
tions by 
\u[x) - u{y) 
U\a,a sup . 
工—V 
denotes the set of all hounded Holder continuous functions on and u 
is said to be Lipschztz continuous if it is Holder continuous with exponent 1. 
11 
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L e m m a 1 .1 .1 .3 Let u e L'^{Br{xq)), then 
in f / \u - Ap = / \u -
入E股 Jbr{XO) JBR{xo) 
1 f 
where 入工。r 二 777—7^ / u. 
L e m m a 1 .1 .1 .4 ( C a m p a n a t o L e m m a ) Let a G (0,1]； > 0 andu e L'^iB2R{xQ)) 
satisfies ‘ 
AeR Jbm 
for every Bp{y) such that y G Br{xo) and p < R, then there exists a Holder 
continuous representative u for the I? class of u with 
/ _ \ OL 
\u[x)-u{y)\ < CP Vx,^ G 
\ ^ J 
where C = C(n , a). 
1.1.2 Hausdorff Measure 
The diameter of an non-empty set U in W^ is 
：二 si ip{|:r — y\ ： x,y e U}. 
A countable collection { U i } of subsets in W is said to be a <5-cover of 5 C i f 
S C I 1 Ui and 0 < < Vi. 
i 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .1 .2 .1 ( H a u s d o r f f M e a s u r e ) Given d > 0, for any S C R 〜 w e 
write 
= inf J ^ \ U i f I {lA} IS a 6 cover of S > . 
、i 
The d-dimensional Hausdorff measure of S is defined by 
n\s) •=\imni{s). 
\ <5—0 
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1.1.3 Weak Derivatives 
To generalize d i f ferent iat ion to integrable funct ions, we say tha t a func t ion 
u e 1/2(n) is weakly dif ferentiable i f there exists r i , . . . , r ^ G L ^ ( l l ) such tha t 
[ = - [ u D i 中 , G 
Jn Jq 
and we regard as the weak derivat ive of u. For convenience, we always denote 
Ti by DiU i f u is weakly differentiable. 
L e m m a 1 .1 .3 .1 Let i； e 6i] x . . . [an, &n])； then there exists an inte-
grable function 功 which belongs to the L^ class of • such that for each j , is -
absolute continuous on Xj for almost all fi'oced (xi,...，Xj-i, Xj^i, •.. , Xn)； where 
“almost all” is in the sense of (n — 1)-dimensional Lebesgue measure. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .1 .3 .2 An open set ^ C is said to be Lipschitz if for each Xq G 
dCl，there exists R > 0 and a bijecUve map ^^o : Br[xq) — C R"' which 
satisfies 
1. $3；。and <1>二。1 are Lipschitz functions and 
2. Let U+ 二 where R+ = { ( x i , . . . ,xn)\xn > 0}； then 
L e m m a 1.1.3.3 ( P o i n c a r e I n e q u a l i t y ) LetQ. be a hounded and connected Lip-
schitz domain in MJ^, then there exists a constant C depending on such that for 
all u e there holds 
[ < C [ 
Jn Jn 
1 f 
where X = ~~—— / u. 
vol{\l) Jq 
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1.2 Basic Facts of Harmonic Functions 
A real valued C^ func t ion u on a domain ^^ C R ” is said to be harmonic i f 
l \ u = 0, where [ \ u = D iD iU . 
L e m m a 1 . 2 . 0 . 1 ( M a x i m u m P r i n c i p l e ) Letu e be a harmonic 
function, then 
supu = supu. 
n dn 
L e m m a 1 .2 .0 .2 If u is a harmonic function on Q C W and H C C Ct, then 
u e and 
sup P 〜 I S C\\u\\i i^Q), 
Q 
where C is a constant depending on a and dist{VL, dO). 
C o r o l l a r y 1 .2 .0 .3 Let Vt 二 B r ^ vn lemma 1.2.0.2 and 6 G (0,1)； then 
sup ID'^ul < C T T 。 [ I'ul, 
B9R{xo) J BR{XO) 
where |q;| = j and C depends on n, j and 9. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .2 .0 .4 Let u G VF^'^(r^)； u is said to be weakly harmonic if 
f Du-Dip = 0, V(/p G 
JQ 
L e m m a 1.2.0.5 ( H . W e y l ) If u is weakly harmomc, then the L? class of u has 
a smooth representative which is harmonic. 
1.2.1 Harmonic Approximation 
L e m m a 1 .2 .1 .1 ( H a r m o n i c A p p r o x i m a t i o n L e m m a ) For each e 〉 0 , there 
exists 5 二（5(n,£) > 0 such that, if f E satisfies 
(1) p2-n f < 1 and 
(2) p2-n f Df-D^ <p6 sup G C^Bp[y)), 
JBp{y) Bp{y) — 
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then there exists a harmonic function u on Bp{y) such that 
p- [ I / - < 一 and 几 f < 1. 
JBpiy) J Bp{y) 
1.2.2 Elliptic Regularity 
I n th is section, we w i l l examine the regular i ty of the solut ions of the Poisson 
equat ion A n = f . We have the fo l lowing notat ions: 
\P\=k 
L e m m a 1 .2 .2 .1 Let u G W^^'^iBnixo)) be a weak solution of Au 二 f m Br{xo) 
and 0 e (0 ,1 ) , 
( 1 ) If f is bounded, then 
(z) u e C^'''{Br{xo)) Va E (0,1), and 一 
- 问 以 ] 幼 舰 ⑷ < C {Ho-Mxo) + RVksnixo))， 
where C 二 C{n,a,Q). -
(2) VaG(0,l), keN, then， 
(z) u e and 
k+2 
< C (\uWbr{xo) + R'^\f\o,BRixo) + 丑 科 〜 5 尺 ( 工 0 ) ) , 
where C 二 
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1.3 Background in geometry 
I n th is thesis, ( M , g) always represents an m-d imens iona l R iemann ian mani fo ld 
w i t h metr ic tensor g and ^ is a vector bundle over M . We adopt the Einstein 
summat ion convention: an index appearing twice in a t e r m is to be summed f rom 
1 up to the space dimension. 
1.3.1 Notations and Symbols 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .3 .1 .1 Let X, Y e F ( T M ) and { e j is a local orthonormal basts, we 
define the Curvature operator R{X, Y), and the Ricci operator Ric{X) by 
R{X, Y) ：二 -V^cVV + WVx + VpW 
n 
Rzc{X) := e,)ei. 
i=i 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .3 .1 .2 If uj G V{J\pT*M^E) and X i , . •. ,Xp+i，Y are smooth vec-
tor fields on M, then we define 
( V y a ; ) ( X i , . . . ：二 V y c o ^ X i , . . . 
— _ + ( — X i , . •. j X j , . . . , Xp), 
{du){Xu... ：二（—产)(Xi，...，為，...，Xp+i)， 
. . . ， — ( •e , : a ; ) (e ”X i , . . .，Xp- i)， 
... , Xp-i) := u{Y,Xi,... jXp-i). 
1.3.2 Nearest Point Projection 
L e m m a 1 .3 .2 .1 If N is a compact manifold of dimension q embedded in R^； 
then there exists 6 = S{N) > 0 and a smooth projection map U : Ns M^； where 
Ns = {x e dist(^cc,N、< 6} such that 
( 1 ) HessUy{vi,V2) = -Ay{vi,v2) and 
(2) v i . Hess l ly {v2,vs) = V2 . HessUy{v i ,V3) , 
where y ^  N, ?；2, V2> G TyN and Ay is the second fundamental from of N at y. 
Chapter 2 
Monotonicity formula and 
Regularity of Harmonic maps 
2.1 Energy Minimizing Maps 
Let Q be an open set in IR、n > 2, and TV is a compact Riemannian man-
i fo ld isometr ical ly embedded cf. [12]. li u : N, we w i l l w r i te u as 
(u^,... 
D e f i n i t i o n 2 .1 .1 The Sobelov space N) is defined to be the set of func-
tions u e W) such that u{x) e N almost everywhere. Let Bp[y) C Vt, 
the energy of u G N) is defined by 
n p 
where \Du\^ = ^ f (L^u勺2. 
i二 1 j=l 
D e f i n i t i o n 2.1.2 Let u G N), u is said to be energy mmvrmzing in Vt if 
for each Bp{x) C Vl, 
Sb,⑷H < Vw e 
with u — w has a compact support m Bp{x). 
17 
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2.2 Variational Equations 
I n th is section, we w i l l discuss two special k inds of var iat ions on an energy min-
imiz ing map. I f u is energy m in im iz ing in we let Bp{x) C and {us}se{-6,5) 
be a fami ly of maps depending on 5 smoothly, such tha t uq 二 u, Dus G 
and Us = umd. neighborhood of dBp[y). Thus, we have 
- UB,iy)[us) 二 0. (2.1) 
as S 二0 
T y p e I v a r i a t i o n : 
We per tu rb the image of l i in a smal l neighborhood of N and then project i t to 
N . The var ia t ion is 
Us 二 H o {u + 5C), 
where 11 is the nearest pro ject ion defined in chapter 1.3.2 and C = . . .，C ” 
such tha t G C ^ { B p { x ) ) for each z. For sufficient smal l 5, H o (t i + sQ is well 
defined. B y using Taylor expansion, we have 
D 队 二 D,u + 5 (dn , (A ;C ) + HessUuiC. D^u)) + 0 (5^ ) . (2.2)— 
Since N is compact, the 0{s^) is integrable in Bp{y). We put (2.2) into (2.1) and 
obta in 
n p • 
V / • dUu iD^O + D^u • HessUuiC, D i u ) ) = 0. 
By (1.3.2.1) and the fact that u{x) e N a.e., simple calculat ion gives 
D,U . 二 DiU • AC, 
and 
D,u . HessUniC, Dili) = C • HessY{u[D,u, D,u) 
二 —（ . Au{DiU, D,u). 
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Thus, we have 
n 广 
V / {D ,u - A C — C - A沙队 D,u)) = 0. (2,3) 
2二 1 Jn 
I f u is C^, then by Green's theorem, we have 
n 
Au + J2lJjDru,D⑷二 Q, (2.4) 
7: 二 1 
where Au = {Au\ ... , /\vP). 
(2.3) always implies (2.4), hence, we can regard (2.3) as the weak fo rm of (2.4). 
A n energy m in im iz ing map which is not C^ is always interpreted in the sense of 
(2.3). 
T y p e I I v a r i a t i o n : 
We construct another type of var ia t ion by pe r tu rb ing the domain sl ightly, 
namely, 
Us{x) = u{x + sC{x)), 
where C = . . .，CO and C" G Simple calculat ion gives 
n n 
D,Us{x) 二 Dju{x + s C W ) + s Y^ DiQ[x)D,u[x + <(工)). （2.5) 
J 二1 J. 二 1 
By changing variable, we let f 二 t + s《where 
5| < - m in {dist(compact support of dQ)}, 
— 2 l<j<n 
then ^ is a di f feomorphism for sufficient small 5, namely, 
det ( ^ ) 二 
V 兴 " 叫 
=1 - s{divC) + 
> 0. — 
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B y (2.5), the energy of Us is 
二 f |i>u(:r+ <(工))|2 
JBpiy) 
JbAv) 、跃]) 
广 n / n \ 
= / ^ \Diu\^ + 25^ DiCWjU . DiU + 0{s^) (l — s(dwQ + 0{s^)). 
J BAy) V j=l / 
From (2.1), we have 
r ^ 
/ ^ (2DjU . D,u — 二 0. (2.6) 
I f u is then (2.3) na tu ra l l y implies (2.6). From (2.4), we know tha t (Au)^ 二 0, 
thus, we have 
广 n 
/ C'D.u = 0， 一 
which implies 
« n -
/ X] (�D# . D山J�C] + {D,U • D]V)D灼=0. 
Jbm。二 1 
The above can be w r i t t e n as 
r f I \ 
/ y . D 老 + {D,u • = 0. 
In tegrat ion by parts gives (2.6). 
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2.3 Monotonicity Formula 
T h e o r e m 2 . 3 . 1 Letu e W^i，2((l; N) be an energy minimizing map, and Bp^ {y) C 
then 
严 / \ D u \ ' — 严 [ \ D u \ ' = 2 [ R'-^ 芸 2 
JBpiy) JBAy) JBp{y)\B.{y) 。扎 
d 
where 0 < a < < A)，只二 I工—wl and — is in the umt normal outward 
uK 
direction. 
- 厂 n 
Proof. Let a] G L饥趟 and if / ^^a^i^.e = 0 for all ^ ^ 幅 y ) ) , 
J My) j=i 
then 
[ [ 77-ae (2.7) 
JBpiy) JdBpiy) 
？: 7: 





二 1 E 一丨— 2 彻 . D ] u ) 
Sett ing gj = x^ — y^, we get 
f , f / 2 . (n-2) / \Du\^ = p / \Du\^-2 — ， 
JB,{y) JdB,{y) \ " 九 乂 
Not ing that [ \Du\2 = f for almost all p, we obta in 
^ [ \DUA = 2A [ 炉-n 芸 2， 
d^P \ JbM J Clp JB,{y)\Br{y) 。凡 
for some fixed r G (0, p). 
Integrat ing both sides f rom 0 to p, the inequal i ty follows. • 
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2.4 A Technical Lemma 
T h e o r e m 2 . 4 . 1 Let a G (0，1), P>1, if u G 1/^口(5丑(0：0)，1^) satisfies Au = f 
weakly in Br{xo), where f G L\Br(ocq)) with 
(1) 1 /0 )1 < P\Du{x)\^ a.e. m Br{xq), 
( 2 ) ( 会 f < p^-n f A 口 | 2 邪人y) C B r ⑷ , 
(3) R - ] < 6 l 如二 (5o(n,a，/?)〉0, 
J BR{xo) 
then u e C I ' I ^ h / s O t o ) ) . Furthermore, if 0 e u{Br/s{xo)), then 
f _ f 2、 
\ J Br{xo) J 
where C 二 C(n，a，/?). 
Proof. Our proof w i l l d iv ide into two parts; we w i l l prove u e C^'^'iBr/2{xo)) i n 
par t I , whi ls t par t I I contains the proof oi u e C^'^^^Br/s{xo)) and the proposed 
inequal i ty. 
P a r t I . 
Since Au 二 f weakly, we can find (p G C^{Bp/2{y)) such tha t 
( 已 D u . D p 遷 M l / ! . — 
From assumption (1) and (2), the above implies 
Du.D中 < ( T [ 
JBp/^M W J Bp/— 
< sup M ) / \ u - A仏 
\Bp/2{y) J JB,{y) 
Using mean value theorem, we can obta in sup \ip\ < p sup |Z)(/?|. Thus, by 
Bpf2{y) BpioAv) 
( _ r Y u 
le t t ing I = (3) / \u — \ and v = - , we have 
V J Bp、y、 ， J 丨' 
2—们 广 / f* \ 
(《）—’/ D v D ^ < p—" / K^  - p sup 
〜 2 ( " ) V JBM . J Bp 丨办、 
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and 
(p—y—l 例 2 = " ( 『 1 I I ) … 
九。/2 ⑷ W 
< 广 [ — \，。|2 
JBp{y) 
< < 1-
Let £〉0， i f we assume tha t 
P - ] \ u - X y J ' < 6 \ (2.8) 
JBpiy) 
where 8 — (5(n, s) comes f rom lemma 1.2.1.1，then there exists a harmonic funct ion 
w such tha t 
(芒广几 f < 1 and [ \ v - w \ ^ < e \ (2.9) 
Let 6 G ( 0 ， d i r e c t calculat ion gives 
[Op)-^ [ \v-w[y)\^ 
JBep{y)— 
< 2 {epy / {\v - + \w - w{y)\^) (2.10) 
J Bep{y) 
- < / It; -{-C sup \w - w{y)\'^ 
Since w is harmonic, let u = DiW in the corol lary 1.2.0.3 and by (2.9)，we deduce 
sup \w — < 没2p2 sup \Dw\'^ 
Bep{y) Bop(y) 
n 
< 炉 P^Yl sup 
< 7 陶 丫 
Jb.Mv) 
< C0\ 
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where C 二 C{n). Ac tua l l y , the constant C in coro l lary 1.2.0.3 depends on 9] 
however, the fact tha t 0 < \ here makes C independent of 9. 
As a consequence, (2.10) yields 
[Opyn [ \v-w{y)\'<e-^e' + CO\ 
JBgpiy) 
li 
N o t i n g t ha t r = 丁 and we have 
i 
{Op)-^ [ < {Op)-- [ \u-lw{y)\^ 
JBBp{y) JBepiy) 
< 户 (〜 )一几 / | ” 一 _ ) | 2 ( 2 . 1 1 ) 
— Jsepiy) 
JSpiy) 
Given tha t a G (0,1) , > 1 and C = C(n), we can choose 9 G ( 0 ， s u c h that 
67^4(92 < i02a^ Moreover, we choose sufficient smal l £ such t h a t 几一 < |沪〜 
Thus, 6 i n (2.8) w i l l depend on n, a and p only. F rom these sett ings, (2.11) yields 
[ Itx- A,，一2 < 沪 f A 仏 ( 2 . 1 2 ) 
JBopiy) JBp{y) 
To summarize, whenever Bp{y) C Br{xo) w i t h p—" / < 沪,(2.12) 
JBp{y) 
is va l id for 9 二 0 { n , a , p ) G (0, B y the way, we make <5。in the assumption 
satisfies T ' d l < 
Let lo 二 R—"" / \u -入工0，丑and for any y G Br/2⑷,then 
JBr{xq) 
\ 'JBji/2{y) JBj^^oAv) 
(2.13) 
< 2-/o 
< 2%2 < 沪. 
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p 1 EM 
Let (7 G (0, f ] , then there exists an integer j such tha t - ~ ~ < cr < - y -
and，by (2.12) and (2.13), we ob ta in 
厂 " [ < CT—n [ - \ 迎 |2 
fe^^^Ry f 、 2 
< —IT" / u - \ eiR 
V 2 J Jb 们 2 
- ~T-
/ r 
< ^ / — A,尺 
- V 2 ； JB.iy) M 
" 2 " — 
< •一勿 irn [ \u- A卯， 
/ (J \ 2a 
< / ^ j � . 
B y Campanato lemma, cf. lemma 1.1.1.4，we can find u, wh ich is a I ? class 
of u, such tha t u G C^o，Q=(B粉2(2:0)). Since Ti 二 u a.e., we can regard u as iZ by 
redef ining u on a set of measure zero. 
T h e n u e and — 
< C (R-^ [ \u- A饥丑|2) V C = C(n，a，"). （2.14) 
V JBr{x^) — J 
P a r t I I . 
I f the theorem is t rue for R = 1，then by a suitable scaling, we can ob ta in the 
proposed result. So, we always assume 二 1. 
Let B2p{y) C Bi{xq), f rom par t I , we know tha t u e C。，""(召i/2(:ro)), thus, 
u e C ^ ' " ( B p { y )； W) n {Bp{y)； W). B y [10], we can find a harmonic e 
C^(B,(yy,W) n C'CBM^Rp) such t ha t A ^ = 0 in B,(y) and v | 肪^⑷ 二 u | 犯彻. 
Av 二 0 i n Bp{y) and the fact tha t u is weakly harmonic gives 
/ E D A ” 却 = f ^-f Vv^G cT{B,{yy,Rn. 
J Bp{y)问 JBp{y) 
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B y a sui table approx imat ion of v - u and app ly ing Lebesgue dominated conver-
gence theorem, we have 
[ \ D { v - u ) f = [ { u - v ) - f . 
J BM JBpiy) 
Using assumpt ion (1) i n the above equal i ty yields 
[ s sup — p \ D u \ \ (2.15) 
JBpiy) Bp{y) J Bp{y) 
u e C°， l5|(:r。)） implies 
， p — u{yo)\ < C广， yo G dBp{y). (2.16) 
Bp{y) 一 
We know tha t u 三 v on dBp{y)\ apply ing m a x i m u m value pr incip le on v, we 
obta in 
sup \v — 二 sup \v — v{yo) 
Bp{y) Bp{y) 
二 sup \v 一 v{yo) 
__ dBp{y) 
= sup \u — ii(2/o)| (2.17) -
dBp{y) 
- 一 < sup \u — u{yo) 
Bp{y) 
< Cp-
From (2.15), (2.16) and (2.17)，we have 
f \D{v-u)\^ < Cp"" [ \Du\\ (2.18) 
JBM JBpiy) 
Since B2P{Y) C B i / 2 { x q ) , assumption (2) and (2.14) imp ly 
[ \ D u \ ^ < Cp-^ [ \u-Xy,2p\^ 
< Cp-^ [ \u-u{y)\' 
J 丑 ( 2 . 1 9 ) 
'JB2p{y) 
< C 严 F 
JBI{xq) — 
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/ r \ i 
Let / = / \u — < 1, by combin ing (2.18) and (2.19), we ob ta in 
\Jbi{xo) ’ J 
p , [ \D{v-u)\' ^Cp'^'-H^ 
-JBpiy) 
a is chosen to be close to 1 and we wr i te 3a 二 2 + 27. 
Let A々p 二 ,、、I Du, then we have 
y o l { B p { y ) ) J b m _ 
p - ] \Du-Ay.\^ 二 in f p - ] \Du-A\^ 
JbM a 视 一 JB.iy) 
< p-^ / \D{v-u)\'^ 
< Cp^n^ 
5 
for al l y G B5/32O0) w i t h p < — • 
B y Campanato lemma, cf. lemma 1.1.1.4, we have [D収]7:55/32(.t。）< CL 
Using in terpo la t ion inequal i ty, we obta in 
馬/32(工0) < [刀以]7;55/32(工0) + —以(.TO)|o;馬/32(工0). 
From (2.14), we deduce tha t |仇|0;丑5/32(工0) ^ CI. ‘ 
Since u satisfies Au = f and |/|o;B5/32(cro) < CP, wh ich can be w r i t t e n as 
/|o;B5/32(xo) < CI. B y lemma 1.2.2.1，we conclude tha t u G Ci，lJ55/32(:ro); R?) 
w i t h the fol lowing estimate 
Du]a-By si^o) < — u0^ O)IO;B5/32(工 0) + |/|O;S5/32(^ o) 
< CMa;55/32(a:o) + I / | o ; B 5 / 3 2 ( X O ) 
< CI. 
We assume tha t 0 G u{Bii^{xq)), and obta in 
Rescaling the above inequality, the proposed inequal i ty in the theorem fo l l ows . • 
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2.5 Luckhau's Lemma 
D e f i n i t i o n 2.5.1 Letu G L^j^gn- i .股p), ^ extending u along the radial direction, 
that IS u[u) = u{roj), r 〉0， and u e we say that u G 
if the radial extension of u is W^'^ in a neighborhood of S”一丄. Whilst，u G 
1^1,2i^gn-i X [0，£]) means，the radial extension of u, i.e. u{ruj^ s) ：二 u { l j , s)，is 
l y i’2 in a neighborhood of §"^ 一1 x [0, s . 
T h e o r e m 2 .5 .2 ( L u c k h a u ' s L e m m a ) Let N be a compact subset in R^ and 
u,v e ]/7i，2(S几一i，AO，n > 2. For any e G {0,1)「then there exists w e 
:0 , e]，R巧，such that — 
(1) w 三 u in a neighborhood of x { 0 } , and 
w 三 V in a neighborhood of -丄 x {e}， 
(2) [ <Cs [ + I•叫2) + [ \u-
(3) dist\w[x, s),N)< CsPn ( [ |Vn|2 + I • 巧 ) ‘ ( [ ” ‘ 
一 [ 
— Jsn-1 -
for a.e. (x, s) e 一工 x [0，£]. V and V are the gradient operators on S几—i and 
§几一1 X [0’ £] respectively. 
Proof. W h e n n 二 2, by using lemma 1.1.3.1, we have u, the 1? class of u, and v, 
the I? class of v, such tha t Wu 二 Nu and V v 二 \!v a.e. 
B y mean value theorem, i t is easy to see tha t 
sup \ u - v \ ^ < / VI丑—句2 + 丄 , — 
SI y§i 27r 
/ \ 1 , 1 (2.20) / r A 2 / r \ 2 I f \ ) 
< 2 / I 互一句 2 / V ^ n + — / 
J \7§1 / 27r y§i 
We define w by linear approximat ion, namely, 
s 
^{x, s) = l i i x ) + - ( ^ ( . t ) — u{x)). 
£ 
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Let V be the gradient operator on S^ x [0，£], we have 
Thus, by (2.20), we deduce tha t 
dist{w{x, 5), iV)2 
< \w{x, s) — 
£ 
< sup \v —五|2 
— § 1 1 1 
< c( [ l^-vpV ( [ I V ^ - V ^ p y + C / 
~ \7si / VAi / J SI 
W h e n n > 3, we can find u, v hav ing the absolute continuous proper ty in 
lemma 1.1.3.1，such tha t Vu 二 ”u and V v = Vv on For convenience, u and 
V also represent the rad ia l extension of u, v correspondingly. Since u{ruj) 二 IZ(cj) 
1 X 
for r > 0 and uj G S""—丄，we have Du[x) 二 —Du{u), where u = — ‘ 
I到- 工 
As [—1,1 广 can be contained in Br{0) for some R depending on n, let dA be 
一 the volume element of S ’ 、 w e get 
[ \Du\'^ + \Dv\^ < / 句 2 + 丨0；^|2 
A-l，l]n 'Jbr{0) 
= r [ (I•句2 + 丨•万丨2) r^'-^dAdr 
Jo 
< C [ |VIZ|2 + I•万|2’ 
where C depends on n only. Using the same argument, one can deduce 
/ \u-vf <C / 
For s e (0, and ( i i , . . . , in ) ^ TP、Qi,s is defined by 
Qi,£ [“，{il + 1)^] X …X {in + . 
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Let / : [—1，1 广 - > R be an non-negative measurable func t ion , then we define 
/⑷二 E /(…幻. 
In tegra t ing f { x ) on Qo,s yields 
/ mdx = [ /(工+均 
= E / 制 (2.21) 
二 [ /⑷. 
Not ing tha t i f i ^ j , we have 
Hence, we ob ta in 
[ f { x ) d x < [ f{x)dx^ (2.22) 
JQo,. 力-1,1]"' 
For any /c > 1, we c la im tha t 
[ f i x + ez)<k [ . f { x ) d x , (2.23) 
{说，。-c[-i，i]” 尽 i，i]" 
for al l X G Qo,e except a set Sk C Qo,s where m{Sk) < C > 1. 
Q^n 
Assume on the contrary, m{Sk) > f rom (2.21) and (2.22) and the fact 
Kf 
tha t Sk C Qo’£，we obta in 
[ f{x)dx > [ f (工+ 
〉矣 / / M 
= [ f{x)dx 
> C [ f{x)dx 
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Con t rad i c t i on appears; hence, (2.23) is always true. 
Let \= IJ | j |< i Qj,£, by Fubin i 's theorem, we have 
/ / /(x + ten)dtdx 二 f { x + ten)dxdt 
jQ0,e Jo Jo JQo’e 
< 1 1 J{^)dx 
Jo JQo,e 
^ ef E f (…恤 
— <Cs f{x)dx 
" [ - i ’ i ] n 
where C = C(n). -一 
B y s imi lar argument, we can deduce tha t 
1 ^ [ f { x + ten + ei)dt <k f f { x ) d x , 
for any x G Qo。except a set of measure less than 孕 . I n d e e d , we can generalize 
, k 
the above formula to any /-faces F ⑴ of a cube Q。’。namely, -
— 广I T [ - f { x + y + ei)dn\y) <k [ f { x ) d x , 
for any x G Qo。except a set of measure less than 孕 and is the /-dimensional 
‘ k 
Hausdorf f measure. I n other words, we can find a G Qo,^ such tha t 
广I E E / 腳 咖 < k [ f { x ) d x . (2.24) 
F ⑴。/a+Q、乂卯） 1，1几 
I n par t icu lar , we w i l l restr ict our calculations in a f ixed a + Qi,。which is 
denoted as Q. 
Since the above work requires Fubini 's theorem, we need the fol lowing settings. 
B y lemma 1.1.3.1，we can find u, a L? class of u, such that u{t},... , ...，.t") is 
an absolute continuous funct ion of xJ for almost all f ixed . . . ， , ；？；-^ ‘+^ ,...， 
w i t h respect to n - 1 dimensional Lebesgiie measure. We restr ict i ^ t o a n - 1 faces 
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of Q, say x^ = c for some constant c. T h e n by lemma 1.1.3.1 again, we ob ta in 
a I ? class representat ive of u such t ha t for each j , 2 < j < n, w is an absolute 
cont inuous func t ion of x^ for almost a l l fixed ( c , 工 之 ， . . . ， . . . , 工 ” w i t h 
respect t o the (n - 2)-dimensional Lebesgue measure. Induct ive ly , we can find 
a I? class representat ive of u, denoted as u, such t ha t u has the above absolute 
cont inuous proper ty on any /-faces, 1 < / < n , of Q- B y s imi lar process to ob ta in 
V. 
Thus, Du, Dv are defined Ti! a.e. on each ⑴ of each cubes a + Qi,e On 
each F⑴，by our construct ion, the weak der ivat ive of u and v is equal to the 
classical der ivat ive of u and v a.e. Hence we can app ly (2.24) t o / = \ u - v \ ^ and 
Let F⑴ be any 1-dimensional face of Q, we define w{x, s) : ⑴ x [0，£] — W 
by 
w{x, s) = { l - -)u{x) + - v { x ) , X e ⑴，<5 G [0, £ • 
S £ 
Since the image of u lies in N a.e., let Tj = { a l l ^'-dimensional faces of Q}. For 
s impl ic i ty , we denote the the j -d imens iona l faces of Q by F ⑴ and we have the 
fo l lowing est imat ion 
dist^{w{x,s),N) < dtst^{w{x,s),u{x)) 
f _ - 2 、 < max sup u — V . 
一 V f ⑴ / 
B y using simi lar argument as in the case n 二 2，we have 
sup \u < [ D\u — + - / I 双一句 2 
F⑴ —J F⑴ S Jf⑴ 
< 2 ( 1 \Du-vfY ( [ I五一句 4 - - [ 
\JF⑴ J \Jfw J s JF⑴ 
which gives 
dist^{w{x, 5) , N) 
/ / r r 1 r \ (2.25) 
< (7max / \Du-Dv\'^ / + - / \u-v\'^ . 
.一 \\JFW JF⑴ J S JF⑴ J 
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Let D 二（羞,悬)，where 羞 is the gradient operator on F⑴,then 
sup \Dw{x,s)\^ < C {\Du{x)\^ + \Dv{x)\^) + ^\u{x) 
se[o，£] e 
which impl ies 
/ \Dw\^ <Ce( [ \Du\^ + 万 + - [ I五—万 
^F(I)x[0,£] \JF⑴ ) ^ JF⑴ 
⑴ X [0, £]) is the un ion of i) x [0, e], ⑴ x { 0 } and F ⑴ x {e}. I f / > 2 
and w is already defined i n 巧z - i ) x [0, then we can extend w to ⑴ x [ 0， a s 
follows. 
We set w{x, 0) = u{x) and w{x,s) 二 万(;r) wheiTx e F⑴.Seeing tha t w is 
defined on ⑴ x [0, £])，by rad ia l extension f rom the center, thus, we can define 
w i n the inter ior of ⑴ x [0, s . 
To wr i te w expl ic i t ly , we t ranslate the center of F ⑴ x [0, to the origin. Then 
'wirx, rs) = w(x, s) for any (x, s) G d、F、i、x [0, e]), r > 0. I t is obvious tha t (2.25) 
is preserved under th is construct ion. 
We can pa r t i t i on ⑴ x [0, e] by using ⑴ x [•，s]) and the hyperplanes which 
pass th rough center and the elements in {dF⑴ x {0}，dF⑴一x {s}, 1 x [0，£])} 
Since F ⑴ x [0，s] is made up of these polyhedrons, we can estimate the energy 
of w on F⑴ X [0, s imply by rest r ic t ing our calculat ions to one of these polyhe-
drons. I n par t icu lar , the po lyhedron P is spanned by the center and F ⑴ x { 0 } . 
Let the center be the or ig in and E^ be the hyperplane in P such tha t the 
distance between Es and the or ig in is 5. B y construction，we always have 
iu{x,s) = w [ — x , - ] , X G e 0 , - . 
Vz5 I J 2 
Let D 二（D。悬）be the gradient operator i n F ⑴ x [0,5] and we have 
/ \Dw\^ 二 r / 
Jp Jo Jes 
= / U " + b r y (—) • 
Jo ^25/ \2sJ J ‘ J 
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I n the polyhedron, we always have 」 < 1，for 1 g z S n，which impl ies 
s 
<Ce 
二 C£ f 
Jf⑴ 
where d A i is the area element on E£. B y s imi lar calculat ions, we infer tha t 2 2 
[ \Dw\' <Cs [ + +CeT [ \Dw\\ (2.26) 
We can define w{x,s) on Q x [0，£] by rad ia l extension and we obta in the 
fo l lowing est imate by i te ra t ing (2.26), namely, for 1 < / < n , 
[ \Dw\'<Ce^-'y [ + [ I 沉 | 2 + l仍 | 2 . 
� x[0，£] ^ J F i n j 二 1 j r . J F ^ ) 
(2.27) 
No t i ng tha t Q 二 a + Q ? :， ^ , so we wr i te w = w(、々‘ However, by our construct ion, 
we have w、、已、二 uM^、on {d{Qi,e) f l I t is easy to see tha t — 
h U r c { Q 、 , | a + Q7:，eCh|，|r}. 
Thus, we can define a ^ ^口 funct ion w on [ — | 广 as below 
w{x, s) 二 t(;('，^(:r, s) if x G a + Qi,£. 
and we have 
[ 附 < T [ \Diuf. 
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Since (2.27) depends on i , by summing on i i n (2.27) and using (2.24), we ob ta in 
f \Dw\' < C V {\Du\'+ \Dv\') 
+f E E 广 
- < C^y [ {\Du\' + \Dv\') + - [ 
Let S be the set of al l 1 faces of cubes i n the col lect ion {a+Qi^s : Qi,s C"^ —全]几}， 
t hen by (2.24) and (2.25), we get 一 
dist2 {w{x),N) 
=disi^ 
( / r r \ 2 Q r \ 
< C max / \D{u-v)\^ / + - \u-vf 
FWes y Jf⑴ J s JF⑴ J 
( , - V 
< Cs^"" 广1 ^ X W I仇丨2 + I仇丨2 
\ {?::Qi,eCH，i]” F⑴印 jF⑴ / 
—— 1 
( - r y 
X V V / 
^ ^ p(l) 
+ 几 £ 几-1 / I 丑—句 2 
< ( [ {\Du\^ + \Dv\^) [ [ \u-v\^. 
Direct calculat ion gives 
/ \Dw\^ > / \Diu\^ 
> C [ 陶 2 ， 
for some p G \ . 
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Let i； : S几-1 d { [ - p , p Y ) be the rad ia l extension map. I t is easy to see 
tha t • and 论—工 are piecewise smooth and we define w : §几—工 x [0，e] N hy 
w{lu, s) = w{x, s) where x 二 Hence, w{(jJ, 0) 二 w{iu,0) 二 u{uj). S imi lar ly , 
w(c j , e) 二 万(u;). Rad ia l extension preserve the distance bound. Moreover, < 
C\Dw\ almost everywhere. Thus, the energy b o u n d i n the above is appl icable to 
w. Hence, our proof is complete. 口 
Remark 1. 
Let g be an non-negat ive measurable func t ion on Bp{y), by using the argument 
in the preceding proof, we can deduce tha t 
一 / 9 < [ g 
JdBaiy) JBp{y)\Bp/2{y) 
for al l (7 G (p /2 , p) except a set of measure 譬. 
Remark 2. 
Let w e R), then we define w。： 丄 — R by Waiyj) ：二 where 
cj G S”'—1. For any Bp{y ) C and ^ G (0，1)，w^ G and 
[ < a'-^ [ \Dw\' < [ 
7s—1 一 JdBa J Bp{y)\Bp^2{y) 
for al l cr.G (f,yO)，except a set of measure 警. 
C o r o l l a r y 2 .5 .3 Let N he a compact manifold embedded in and A > 0, 
then there exists 5q{ji,N,A)，C 二 C (n , N, A ) such that if e e (0,1) and u G 
iyi，2(Bp(y);A0 satisfies 
(1) p2 -n f I•以|2 < 八， 
(2) p - ] l u - X y J ' K S y ' ' , 
then there exists w G N) and for some a G p) u 三 w in a 
neighhorhood of dBcrijj) and 
们.[\Diu\^ < Ceph f + - p " " ' [ - A 仏 ( 2 . 2 8 ) 
JbAv) JBpixj) -
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Proof. Since u e N), by r e m a r k ( l ) , we know t h a t 
[ \Duf < C p - 1 [ \Du\^ < oo 
JdBaiy) JBp{y)\Bp/2{y) 
for a l l a G (p /2 , p), except a set of measure p/4. 
Remark (1) gives 
" f — < Cp-^ [ I以一A,’/ 
^dBa{y) JBp{y)\Bp/2iy) (2.29) 
< C(5o2e2、 
for a l l a G (p /2 , p), except a set of measure p /4 . 
The fact tha t u{Bp{y)) C N a.e. impl ies 
dist{Xy^p, N) < dist{Xy^p, u{x)) a.e. x G Bp{y). 
In tegra t ing b o t h sides on Bp{y) gives 
dist{\y^p, Nf < C p - ] — 
- Jbm (2.30) 
< (7殆一. 一 
As Q is compact, by expanding the ba l l 召丑(A仏p), the ba l l w i l l touch Q at A. T h a t 
is to say, 
A — XyJ 二 dist(^Xy,p, N) < CSQS''. (2.31) 
We define u : S^—i N hy u { l j ) = u{y + au). A p p l y i n g Luckhau's lemma, 
we can find wq G x [0, £]]W) such tha t 
iuq 二 U in a neighborhood of x { 0 } , 
iuq 二 A in a neighborhood of x { e } . 
Luckhau's lemma also gives 
f iV'^ ol" <C6 [ I•财2 + n f ,\|2 (2.32) 
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and 
dist^woix, 5), N) < Ce^-^ ( [ ‘ ( [ ‘ 
1 / Wsn-1 / (2.33) 
[ \u- A|2. 
Simple ca lcu lat ion gives 
[ \ u - X \ ^ < 2 [ [ —A|2 
Js^- i (2 34) 
— JdB^iy) 
Hence, (2.29) and (2.31) gives 
[ \ u - X \ ' < C 6 y \ (2.35) 
O n the other hand, f r om our assumpt ion and remark (2), we have 
[ = C73-n f 
JdBaiy) 
一 < [ I•以|2 (2.36) 
< CA. 
Combin ing (2.33)，（2.35) and (2.36)，we obta in dist^{wo{x, s), Ncso) < ^ ^o 
where C 二 C{n, N, A ) and Nc,5o ：二 e | dtst{x, N) < C6o}. 
I n order to ensure the nearest point pro jec t ion U : W ^ N can be defined 
smooth ly on Na, where iV。二 { t 6 MP | disti^ocjY) < a } , we choose sufficient 
smal l 6o such tha t 6o < a . 
We define w G N) as follows 
、 r G (0,(1 
w{rLj) = < N OI(;o(W，1 _ r G ((1 -s)(T,a), 
u{y + ru) r e 
\ 
We w i l l prove the proposed inequal i ty (2.28). To prove (2.28), we c la im tha t 
c j h [ \Diu\^ <C [ I• '⑴ o|2 C = C{n). (2.37) 
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I f our c la im is t rue, then f rom (2.32), we get 
竹 [ \ D w \ ' <Ce ( |•词2 + ^ f _ Ap. 
B y (2.29), (2.30)，（2.34) and (2.36), our c la im follows. 
We prove (2.37) as follows: 
( j h [ \Dw\^ 二 [ \Dw\^ -
JBaiy) J B“yy\:B、i—、Ay、 
1 r 厂 / r \ 2 
< C(J-1 / / Dwo CJ，1 — -
J{l-e)a Js—1 \ d 
T 
B y changing the variable 1 ，our c la im follows. • 
<j 
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2.6 Reverse Poincare Inequality 
I n th is section, we prove the reverse Poincare inequa l i ty wh ich is an essential 
t oo l for p rov ing regu lar i ty of harmonic maps. Co ld ing and Min icozz i [6]，applied 
th is inequa l i ty to prove a conjecture stated by S. T . Yau on the d imension of the 
l inear space of harmonic funct ions. To establ ish the proof，we need the fo l lowing 
lemma. 
L e m m a 2 . 6 . 1 Let Bp{y) C W, k e R, ^  > 0 and if is a convex subadditive 
function whose value lies in [0,oo). In other words, if A:,…，人 C Bp{y) are 
s 
convex, then (p{A) < for any A C L t i A:. There exists Sq 二 6:o(n,/c) 
？：二 1 
such that if for any B2a{z) C Bp{y), we have 
a V ( B 々 2 ⑷） < S o c M B 拟 ) + 7， (2.38) 
then 
p^(f{Bp/2{y)) < C-f, where C 二 k). 
Proof. Assume tha t (2.38) is val id for some e, let Q 二 sup a^cp{Ba{z)), 
simple calculat ion gives 
Q < pM 聊 ） < ⑴, 
Let B2a{z) C Bp[y) , we can find 2:1，... , z ^ e Ba{z) such tha t B “ z ) C U二 1 召^ /^4(々 ） 
and m depends on n only. By the proper ty of i f , we have 
, m 
/ (T\ ！^' V > 
< ( 2 ) YMB。/办 1))) 
m, / ^ \ 
? : = i \ ‘ 
< l^emQ + 2 於 7 7 7 , 7 . 
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e is chosen such t ha t < 去.Then we have a 〜 < 2^+^7717 for any 
B2a{z) C Bp{y). B y set t ing 幼 = ( 2 奸 i m ) — i and C = 2秘m，the p roof is com-
plete. • 
T h e o r e m 2 .6 .2 ( R e v e r s e P o i n c a r e I n e q u a l i t y ) Let u G he an 
energy minimizing map which satisfies R】-"^ / < A where 'Br{xq) C 
Jbr{xo) ， 
then 
一 p2-n f < Cp-n [ I収— 
for any y G Bri2{xq) with p < ^ and C 二 C{n, N, A ) > 0. 
Proof. Let p < I and y G Br/2{xo), then by mono ton ic i t y inequal i ty, we have 
p " - ] \Du\' < f l V ^ [ \Du\' 
\ ^ / JB^/^iy) 
< n f 1042 (2.39) 
J BR{xq) 
< 2 几 - -
I n the fol lowing, we choose a f ixed pQ G (0, f ] and y。e B r /2 {xq ) and we c la im 
tha t 
P吕-几[ < Cpo^ [ 
where C = C ( n , N, A) . Since po and yo are a rb i t ra ry chosen, the reverse Poincare 
inequal i ty is proved i f our c la im is true. 
We can always assume tha t 
Po" / (2.40) 
J BpQ (yo) 
I f (2.40) is not t rue for some yo and po, then we let C 二 2”'—之^工之八 and obta in 
Cpr [ > 2--2A 
> p I - ] . \Du\\ 
-^Poivo) 
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Thus, the reverse Poincare inequal i ty is proved. Hence, we may assume (2.40) 
is always va l id for suff icient smal l Sq-
We let S e (0,1) and e。satisfies 
eo < (2.41) 
where Sq 二 So{n,N, A ) is taken f r om corol lary 2.5.3. Hence, £o depends on 5, 
n , N and A. We replace £ by (5 i n corol lary 2.5.3 to deduce t ha t there exists 
W e N) such tha t 川三 w in a ne ighborhood of u and 
c j h [ \Dw\' < [ \Du\^ + CrVo" / —A卯，J2 
JB^iyo) JSp^iyo) Bp^iyo) 
(2.42) 
for some a e (警,po). 
Since u is energy min imiz ing , (2.42) impl ies 
Pl—n [ — 
-^Bspo 74(2/0) 
< (72-^  F 
'JBaiyo) 一 -
J Ba{yo) 
< cspl'^ [ \Du\' + crVo" / 入wo|2 
7 召 Po (训) ^Bp^iyo) 
/ 2-n 广 r 卜） 
< CT ^ / \Du\^ + c r V o " / - \�,Po|2 
V ^  / JBR/2iyo) JBp^iyo) 
< [ + [ I以 
JBr{xq) JBpQ (yo) 
< C5A + 05-^1 
< C6, C = C{n,N,A). 
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Let p < Y and y G Bp。/2(yo), by mono ton ic i t y inequal i ty and (2.43)，we have 
f < ⑵ “ [ \ D u \ ^ 
JbM � 4 ) ⑷ 
< f 
^ ^Spo 74(2/0) 
< c = C{n,N,A). 
Poincare inequal i ty gives 
p - ] A j < C p " - ] 以丨2 
乂 Bp ⑷ JBpijj) 
(2,44) 
= I 
Moreover, we can deduce tha t 
几 / < (？广打[ 
JB.iy) \ 4 ) 
— < c f ^ V ' V 丨仇|2 
V 4 7 JBspo/如) 
- - V 8-J 人 3 — ) (2-45) 
. c f f Y ' y 例2 
\ o / JBrn/sM 
< n f 収 |2 
Jbr{XO) 
< CA, 
where C 二 C(n). 
B y (2.44) and (2.45), we can use corol lary 2.5.3 once more to obta in the 
est imat ion of the energy of u i n 召々2O) where and 82^(2：) C Bp{y). We let 
S < 产 . T h u s , £0 in (2.41) depends on n , N, and A. Same as before, we can 
deduce the fol lowing 
- [ \Du\^ < [ \Du\^ + Cp—几 I I以-A,，/. 
JBp/^iy) J Bp{y) — 
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Since Ba{z) C Bp{y), i n par t icu lar , we can ob ta in 
c j h [ \Du\' < Ccjh [ \Du\^ + [ \u-
which gives 
a" f \Du\^ < Co" [ \Du\^ + C [ \u -
JB^/2{y) J B^{z) JBpiz) 
B y lemma 2.6.1，we can prove tha t 
ph [ \Du\' < Cp-^ [ l u - X y j ' , 
J Bp丨oM JBpiy) 
for p < ^ and y G Bp。/2(yo)-
Q 
We can find Q = Q(n) such tha t Bp^/2(yo) C [J Bp^/s{yi), where yi G 
i = l 
凡o/2(yo). T h e n we conclude tha t 
p I - ] \DU\' < 丨乃以丨2 
Q 2 
i二 1 Bpd 彻 i) 一 
Q . 
i=l -J Bp^f^ivi) 
< Cpo—几 / C 二 c(n，yv,A). 
J Bpoiyo) 
• 
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2.7 ^Regularity of Energy Minimizing Maps 
I n th is section, we w i l l survey on the result proved by R. Schoen and K . 
Uhlenbeck [24], on the regu lar i ty of harmonic maps. Th i s regular i ty theorem 
plays a fundamenta l role i n harmonic map theory. We w i l l fo l low [26] to give an 
al ternate proof on th is regu lar i ty theorem. 
T h e o r e m 2 . 7 . 1 ( ^ - R e g u l a r i t y T h e o r e m ) Let A > 0, 0 e (0,1) and u G 
VK口 (n , N) is energy minimizing on Br{xq) C then there exists £ 二 e{n) N，A, 6) > 
0 such that if u satisfies 
(1) / ^ 八 ariJ 
J BR{xq) 
(2) ir几 / \u- A 观 < e\ 
then u G C^^Br/iq^Xq)) and 
/ r ‘ 、 I 
R] sup \D'u\< c I r - ' ' 
BgR{xo) \ ^Br{xo) J 
whereC = C{j,A,N,0,n). _ — 
We cla im tha t i f the theorem is t rue for a par t icu lar (9，e.g. ^ = — , then the 
theorem is val id for any 6 G (0,1) . 
Proof of the claim. 
Let Q{n, 0) e Z such tha t y i， . . . .yq G Bbr{xq) w i t h 
Q 
Benixo) C I J B u 部 ⑷ . (2.46) 
64 k=l 
Since u is energy m in im iz ing Bi^i^e)R{yk) and by the assumptions, we have 
[ \Du\^ < (1 —約2-n只2-n 广 [Dlf 
< (1 —約 2-n 八二;^， 
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and 
( 1 一 e)—几R-几[ I収一A , “ 1 —一 2 < ( 1 - or^R-^ [ — A卯，丑|2 
J B、1 部 iVk) J 办(卯） 
< (1 — 約 々 2 二 I . 
So, by our hypothesis, we ob ta in 
/ f 
( ( 1 - 0 ) 0 sup S C (1 — 6 > ) — / -
B 如 ⑷ V J b 、 " * ) ) 
\ 
/ r \ 2' 
< C R—们'/ \u — 
\ Jbr{xo) J 
— w h i c h gives 
B? sup 丨 < B? sup 丨胸 
U L i ^(i-g)J^(^fc) 
64 
< [ In — A卯’丑2， c 二 C(n, e, N, A). 
\ Jbr{xo) ) 
Thus, we can prove the theorem by work ing on a f ixed d. 
Proof of theorem, 2.7.1. ‘ 
Our proof w i l l be d iv ided in to two parts: we w i l l prove u G in 
par t I and the proposed derivat ive estimate in par t I I . 
P a r t I . 
u is energy min imiz ing implies tha t u satisfies 
n 
^ 二-J2A-〔D]u,D〕U、 (2.47) 
j二1 
weakly in Br{xo), where AJ.，.) is the second fundamenta l fo rm at u{x) G N. 
Thus, 
|A i i | < C\Du\\ C 二 sup \Ay{T,r)\. (2.48) 
yeN,TeTyN,\r\ = l 
Reverse Poincare inequal i ty gives 
广 [ \Du\^ < Cp-N [ \u — A,，/, YB,{y) C Br/2{'Xo). (2.49) 
J B"2、y、 J Bpiy) —— 
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Let 5 < (5o i n assumpt ion 3, where (5。is taken f r o m the technical lemma, 
together w i t h (2.48) and (2.49)，we can app ly the technical l emma to deduce 
t h a t u e AS a consequence, the r igh t hand side of (2.47) is of 
Thus, lemma 1.2.2.1 impl ies t h a t u G Repeat-
ing the process, we can prove t ha t u G 〜 l e O o ) ) by induct ion . 
P a r t I I . 
T h e technical lemma also gives the fo l lowing est imate 
\ 1 
Ml，〜16(:。) + 水 〜 6 ⑷ < C { R - / b 咖 ) I - - 2 . (2.50) 
. i 
We always assume I 二 ( / T ” / —入如， i d ” ‘ < 1- For s impl ic i ty , we wr i te 
\ JBR{xo) J 
n 
f and = 
j=i 
To prove sup < CI, we c la im tha t 
Br/saM 
sup < CI, \fy e B r / u M ___ (2.51) 
〜 + 去 1 ⑷ 
Assume tha t the c la im is t rue, for any fixed j , we can find a posit ive integer 
Q 二 Q[n,j) and y i， • . .，yQ G such tha t 5/2/64(^o) C [jk=i ^b '+ i ](饰 ) . 
I t is obvious tha t 
sup S sup R ^ D ^ u 
B r / s a M U?二1 〜+ 如 O^ fc) 
\ 1 
< C [R-'' I \u-X:ro,R\l . 
\ JBRixo) ) 
So, the derivative estimate in the theorem is proved. 
Proof of (2.51). 
We have proved tha t u j e C⑵(JB/j / ieOo)); thus, for any y G B_r/640o)’ 2(i i) 
of lemma 1.2.2.1 gives 
k+2 
E 别 胸 丨 。 ， 〜 ⑷ + 妒 + 2 + 1 炉 “ 〜 + ; 】 ( " ） （2 5 . ) 
j二1 - 、 
< C + + 丑知+2+1DV]…B[人:“.")乂 . 
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Since | / | < C | D i i p and by (2.50), we have 、 
u\o-B^k]{y) + 丑 2|/|o;B[fc“”） < Mo;Bh/I6(3:o) + 丑 吕;5 丑"6(工 0) (2.53) 
< CL 
F r o m the above, i f we want to prove (2.51)，then we only need to est imate the 
t e r m i n (2-52) and we c la im tha t 
R ' - ^ ' ^ ^ iD ' fUB . ^^ i y ) < CI , Vy G 5K/32(xo). 
We now consider-the case k = Q. l ( i i ) of lemma 1.2.2.1 and (2.50) gives 
< 丑以 k B R / 3 2 ( . T。） （2 54) 
< C (Mo;Sh/I6(卯）+ ) 
< CI. 
N being compact impl ies tha t the n o r m of its second fundamenta l f o rm A is 
一 bounded, by (2.50) and (2.54), we get 
^ J1/32M 
< 炉 拟 3 2 ⑷ 丨 ； 〜 3 2 ( 工 0 ) 
< C 們 仇 聊 ⑷ ( 祀 + 。 [ 仇 ] « ； 〜 3 2 ⑷ ) ( 风 仇 I � ; 〜 3 2 (工0)) 
< CI 
We assume 
丑 明 < CI, Wk < m. (2.55) 
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I n the fo l lowing inequal i ty , we wr i t e | • as | . jo and [-UB^m+niy) as Na-
Thus, we have 
a+b 二 m+1 
a+b 二 m+1 
丑 m+3+a Y ^ 
a+6=771+1 
< c i T + i p 奸 i t i l o i ? ⑷ 
二 m+1 
+ c ^ i T + i + l i T + i 収]ai^ ⑷ P ⑷ 4 
a+&二 m+1 
a+b 二 m+1 
where C depends on N. 
For a 二 0，we have proved tha t \Du\o and [Du\a are bounded by CI. U a > l , 
since C we have 
Then (2.52)，(2.53), and (2.55) implies 
< C (M。;〜_i】⑷ + i^2|/|。;B[a_i丨⑷ + 
< CI. 
(2.52) also gives 
< C + + 只"+1+"1〕。一1/]…丑la-11(2/)) 
— < CI. 
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We conclude tha t 功 丨 ⑷ < CI by ma themat i ca l induct ion. 
Hence, the proof of (2.51) is complete. 口 
D e f i n i t i o n 2 .7 .2 If u e and Q. is an open subset ofW, then the 
regular set of u is defined by 
T^ ep :二 { t G I u is C⑴ in a neighborhood o f x } , 
while the singular set of u is defined hy 
sing u ：二 Q\reg u. 一 
C o r o l l a r y 2 .7 .3 Let u e be an energy rmmrmzmg map, then there 
exists e 二 咖,AO, such that if B入y) C 0 and p"-- [ \Du\' < ,，then y G 
J Bp{y) 
reg u and sup < C, where ] andC = C { j , n, N). 
Bp/2{y) 
Proof. B y Poincare inequal i ty, we have 
J BM JBM 
一 < Cs. 
Thus, we can use theorem 2.7.1 to complete the proof. 口 
C o r o l l a r y 2 .7 .4 Let u G be an energy mimrmzmg map m Q, then 
u) 二 0. 
Proof. Let ii： be a compact subset of and (5。< dis拳,K). For any fixed 6 G 
(0，如)，we can find a max ima l fami ly of pairwise dis joint balls {B5/2O1)，…，历/2(工J)}， 
where : r i ， . . . G singuf]K and J = J ( 外 
I t is obvious tha t {sing u f ] K ) C U t i Bs ⑷ . A s s u m e on the contrary, there 
exists z e {sing u 门 K ) \ U t i 召5(工?:），then 
B 5 / 2 { z )门 Bs/2{^ i ) 二 0， for 2 = 1 , . . . , J. 
Th is contradicts our settings. 
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B y corol lary 2.7.3，if y e sing iz 门凡 t hen 
f V p G (0,(5o). (2-56) 
JBp{y) 
Let Q , ：二 { c r e n I dist[x, sing u ^ K ) < 8] , f rom (2.56) and summing on 2，we 
have 
j J^V ' ' < [ \DU\^ 
J [ j U (2.57) 
< [ \ D u \ \ 
一 JQs 
which impl ies 
J^ T < 2 ” ' 一 1 [ . 
JQso 
Thus, we deduce tha t l i m J 二 0. 
B y the subaddit ive proper ty of Lebesgue measure, we have 
m{szng u f ] K ) < m (Uti 召<5(工7:)乂 
— J 
< Y^m〔Bs〔工 d) 
7:=：1 
二 〜n, 
where ^ is the volume element of an n-d imensional un i t bal l . Th is implies tha t 
the Lebesgue measure of Qs tends to 0 when ^ tends to 0. App l y i ng Lebesgue 
dominated convergence theorem to (2.57), we have 
l i m J 广 2 二 0 <5—0 
Hence, n^'-^ising u f ] K ) 二 0. Since K is an arb i t ra ry compact subset in we 
have 7r-2、smg u) 二 0. 口 
Chapter 3 
Monotonicity Formulae and 
Vanishing Theorems 
I n sect ion 3.1 and 3.2，we w i l l survey some basic propert ies of the stress-
energy tensor and the conservation law of vector bundle valued p- forms. Using 
these propert ies, we can prove the monoton ic i t y formula, wh ich is a useful too l 
to prove certa in L iouv i l le - type vanishing theorems. I n section 3.3，we w i l l use-the 
conservat ion law to establish a vanishing theorem. -
3.1 Stress energy tensor and basic formulae for 
harmonic p- forms 
Let be a vector bundle over an m-dimensional R iemannian mani fo ld M . 
For convenience, the f ibre metr ic on E and the Riemannian metr ic w i l l bo th be 
denoted as〈•，•〉. I f G 寧T*M 0 E), { e i , . • .，e^,} is a local or thonormal 
f rame field on M and / 二 { 1 , . . .，m } , then, 
(uj,uj') y ^ {^(ei,,- •. ) ， u / ( e . . , 〜 Y ) • 
1，…，7'p t J 
52 
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For s impl ic i ty , we adopt the Einste in summat i on convention: an index appear-
ing twice in a t e rm is to be summed f rom 1 up to the space dimension. Hence, 
we use the fo l lowing no ta t ion instead 
� u ; , a / �二 . . . , • • • , 〜 Y ) . 
D e f i n i t i o n 3 . 1 . 1 The symmetric square lu Q cu is defined by 
Lj O Y) := { i x ^ , W^) 
— =〈a ; (X ’ .)，c^(y , .)〉， 
where X and Y are vector fields on M and the stress energy tensor S^ is as 
follows 
Su 二 去 -UjQu, 
where g is the Riemannian metric on M. 
L e m m a 3.1 .2 Let be a local orthonormal frame field at an arbitrary 
point X on M such that Ve-Cj|x 二 0； {ui} is the dual frame of {e^} and * 1 is the 
volume element of M, then we have 
⑴ 〈•>，c^〉,X〉 
二 〈ixduj + uj) 
—〈cj ( • 〜 U Y ， ， . • . ， e . . ， 〜 ) ， o ; ( 〜 ， , . . •,〜，...，〜)〉， 
(i i) ( c j O c j , V X ) 
— Vg^^ X. ^  ) ' • • 1 ^ij ) • • • ) ^ip ) ) ^ {^ij ) ) • • •，〜_，... ) ^ip )) 5 
where (VX) (e , ,e , - ) 二 e,-), 
( i i i ) /、dix⑴、⑴、* 1 = / dCl + 、ix⑴如、* 1，where 
J M J M J M 
^ = 、 ⑴ 、 e i ” ... ,67：,,... , e、),u(eii，•. . ， 八 . • . 八 二 , 丄 八 . . . 八 ⑴ ‘ . 
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Proof of (i). 
A t X, we obtain 
(dixoj)[e … … ， 〜 ） 二 （ 一 l y + i ( • 〜 . . . , e , . , . . . , 〜 ） 
二 ... , ei-,...，e?:J， 
and 
{ i x d u ) { e i ^ , . . . , 〜 ） = { d i j j ) { X , e , , 〜 ） 
+ ( — l y (•〜0；)(义，6〜... ,e,； . , . . . , e^J. 
Since V is metric compatible, we have 
〈•|〈—，X〉 
= 互Vx〈⑴，… 
= . . ⑴〔〜...,ei)、 
二〈(•；cu)(e“，...，〜)，如1，.‘.，〜)〉 
V 一 
• 二〈(VxwXeii，...，〜)，cj(e?:i,...,〜)〉 _ — 
二 (〈(•；cw)(〜…，〜)，0_；(〜’…，〜)〉 
八 \ 
+ ( — 1 > ^ 〈 ( • 〜 c j ) ( X ， e i i , . . . . . . ， e 〜 ) ， c j ( e … • . . ， e z p ) 〉 乂 
— ( ― l } ^ 〈 ( V e , : j . a ; ) ( X ,〜， . . . , , . . . ,e〜)，a;(〜，...,e.^)) 
二 {ixduj.uj) — e,；,,...，？ij.，...，e?:p),cx;(e“，…，〜)〉 
二 {；ixduj) u) +、dix⑴,⑴、 
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Proof of ( i i ) . 
B y do ing calculat ion on the R.H.S., we have 
L.H.S. = . . . . . . , e 2 j，c j ( e ” , e 〜 . . . , e ^ ^ . , . . . , e^J) 
3 
二 〈CJ(Ve iX ,eh , . . . ,6知—1)，0；(67:，6力，...，6知_1)〉 
二 , e知—J, e力，... 
= � � … e Y � � V e 入 e九〉 
= ( c j O c j , V X ) , 
wh ich impl ies — 
二 {ixdu + dixLo,uy- {uQuj.VX). (3.2) 
Zd 
Proof of ( i i i ) . 
B y (3.1), we have 
=(-1)^+1 e , . • ，•”...，〜）〉 
— e, , , ... ,〜产(ei”...，eij〉） 
— 〈 i ; ^ C J ( 〜 ， . . . . . . ， 〜 〜 … ， ？ i p . . . , eipY) 
二 (-1)^+1 Ve,^ (u{X, Ci^,...，島fc，...，eiJ,cj(e”，... 
—、ix々h,…，i)，Ve%。’(e。e7],...,实fc，...，e〜_i)〉 
二 ( - 1 ) ^ + 1 Ve,；^  e?:i，... ...,〜），a;(〜，•.. + ((ix ⑴)&〉. 
As dVt 二 Ui^ A Ve、化 thus, by in tegrat ing bo th sides of the above on M, we 
complete the proof. • 
Furthermore, i f M is compact w i thou t boundary or X has a compact support, 
then we obta in 
/、diX⑴,⑴、* 1 = / 、 i x � , Sl j ) * 1. 
J M J M 
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P r o p o s i t i o n 3 .1 .3 Let X be a smooth vector field on M, it yields 
{divS^){X) = ⑴、+ {ixdto, 
Proof. A t x , we have 
{divS^){X) 
二 X) — S氣e” X) - S如,V^^X) — 
- V e J l l c c f p - a ; 0 X ) - {\\L0\^g -uQ 
/ I \ 1 
二 5 | — 2〈67:，义〉-{le^LO.lx^) — +〈2e;CJ, ⑷CJ〉 
/ \ 
- ( 〈 • • : 。 ) ， 柳 〉 + (m⑴义人T^x⑴y)) - +、ieMiiye冲、 
and by (3.2)，we obta in 
{divS^){X) = [{ixdu^dixoj.u) - {ujQu.VX)) -
二 � V e “ � 么 , … ， 6 知一 J , ， . . . ， J � 
= . . . ej^,...，已知一丄)〉 
二〈(•6,:咖“6力，...，6；”1)，(响)(6；1,...，e^p—J� 
and 
仏"，Ve “ 砂 ) � = � ― � e 力,…，ejp—i . . .，〜— J � 
= � w ( e ” e ; i， . . . ej^,...，e 知—J� 
= e j ^ , . . . ， e 知 一 丄 ） 〉 
二 �u; (e “e^ . i , . . . 力，…, 
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B y ( i i ) of l emma 3.1.2, we have 
(cjOCJ, VX) + � 0；(〜，e i i，... 广• • , � _ J， (V � c j ) ( ; C , e”， . . . 
—�CJ(Ve�叉’ ,...，〜,...，〜—1 ) ， , . . . ， e ? � . ’...，〜—i)� 
— � • € � . U (义,^ ii，• . .，^ij，. . . ’ ^ (^i j , ，. . •，^ij，. • .，^ip )) 
= ( — i y - 1 � • � a ; ( X ， 〜 …, 烏 ‘ 广 , 〜 ) , — 〜 . . . ， 〜 ) 〉 
=、dix。、⑴丫 
Combin ing the above, we have 
{divS^){X) = {du.ix^) + {ixduj,u). (3.4) _ 
• 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3 .1 .4 If X has a compact support, then we obtain 
[ [ � 6 U V ; O * l = 0. 
J M J M 
Proof‘ D i rect computa t ion gives 一 
dw ( 去 M 2 々 二 J^V(CJ,CJ),X) + 
and, by (3.2) we have 
dw - u X 
V2 J 1 
= ( ( i x d c j -hd2xcj,ij} - (ujOuj,VX}) + (3.5) 
二 {；ixduj.uS) + {dixoj.uj) + ( V X , S J ) . 
A p p l y i n g Green's theorem to the above, we obta in 
[ d i v * 1 = 0. 
Jm \2 / 
Thus, 
I {{^ xdu^uj) + {dixuj.u) + * 1 = 0, 
J M 
and, by proposi t ion 3.1.3，we complete the proof. • 
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P r o p o s i t i o n 3 .1 .5 Let D he a compact domain in an m-dimensional manifold 
M, such that dD is a smooth hypersurface in M, and n is the unit normal vector 
field of dD, then 
JdD 2 JD JD JdD 
Proof. We f irst choose a local o r thonormal frame f ield { e i , . . . , em} such tha t 
for 1 < 2 < m - 1, G T[dD) and n 二 e爪 6 T{dD)^. 
- B y (3.3), we get 
{dixoJ.u) = ( —1)知+it / r? ; (�c j ( ;Ce? : i ’ . . .,名y .，〜),u;(eii，...，〜)�e、） 
(3.4), (3.5) and the above equal i ty implies 
JdD」 
J D 2 
二 / {{ixdw + u) + ( V X , S^)) * 1 
Jd 
二 / {{ixduj, u) + { i x o j , 6u) + (5c., V X ) ) * 1 
Jd 
+ / ( — l ) “ i � a ; ( X , e h ’ . . . ，〜)，a;(e”，... , em))da 
JdD 
二 f {divS^){X) * 1 + [ V X ) * 1 
Jd JD 
+ / �a; (X，e? : i，...，?...,〜 ) ,u j [e i。e i i ...，?&,... , 
JdD 
= [ { d i v S ^ ) { X ) * 1 + / (5^, V X ) * 1 
Jd JD 
+ / e , , 〜 爪 , e ” ...，实 &，•. 
JdD 
二 [ {dzvS^){X) * 1 + / V X ) * 1 + / ( ( I X ⑴ , • 
JD JD JdD 
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3.2 Monotonicity formula 
D e f i n i t i o n 3 . 2 . 1 If d%vS^ = 0； we say that lu satisfies the conservation law. 
D e f i n i t i o n 3 .2 .2 The Hodge Laplace operator A is defined by A 二 d5 + M and 
a bundle valued p-form UJ is said to be harmonic if Acu 二 0. 
A n d r e o t t i and Vesentini [1] proved tha t I ? harmonic forms are closed and 
co-closed. B y (3.4), integrable harmonic p- forms always sat isfy the conservation 
law. 
Let M be an m-d imens iona l manifold，and BA{x) is a geodesic ba l l of radius 
A and centered at x. Let xq G M such t ha t the distance f r om .Tq t o the cut locus 
and dM is at least 1, then we have the fo l lowing theorem. 
T h e o r e m 3 .2 .3 Letu G T{ApT*M ^ E) satisfies 
- [ { d i v S ^ ) { X ) * 1 < I ( M + - 1 ) A [ I C J ^ X I * 1 ( 3 . 6 ) 
J M ^ J M 
for an arbitrary vector field X with compact support and for some positive constant 
_ A； then for any x G Bi{xo) and 0 < a < p < 
f * 丄 < ^C{A+X)p^2p-m f * 工， 
where C 二 C ( M , P ， A ) and A depends on the bounds of the sectional curvature in 
BI[xq). 
Proof. Let r be the geodesic distance f rom x in Bi{x) and 悬 is the radial 
vector field. Let X = ^r^ where (f(r) is a non-negative func t ion wh ich w i l l be 
determined later. We can choose a local o r thonormal frame f ield {eg, ^ } | i < 5 < m - i 
to obta in 
•羞A, 二 {CR + OH 
and 
V e . X = 风 J 
二（JrHess(厂)(e』)eh 
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where Hess(., •) is the Hessian operator and 1 < t < m — 1. I f the sect ional 
curvature of B i ( x o ) lies w i t h i n [a, 6], then, for any fixed 5, we apply the Hessian 
compar ison theorem to ob ta in the fo l lowing inequal i ty 
V\b\f{VW\r) < Hess( r ) (e , ,e , ) < 
w i t h 
/ 
V ^ r cot(A/Sr)， c〉0， 
二 1， c = 0, 
- c o t h ( , c < 0， 
\ 
and —— 
| y H r / ( v 1 ^ r ) - l | < r A (3.7) 
for some A > 0. Then, we have 
dwX = + 
— 二 €Y + € + &Hess(r)(es，es) (3.8) 
> f r + e + ^ ( m - 1 ) v W r / ( v W r ) , 
— and 一 _ 
( a ; O a ; , V X ) 二 u O a;(|：, + c^  O e,) 
+0； G 悬〉+ o; O e,) 
= + 0 + {ies^^ Ze,cj)^rHess(r)(es, e^). 
Hess(r)(-, •) can be regarded as a symmetr ic ma t r i x ; by diagonal iz ing the ma t r i x 
and app ly ing the Hessian comparison theorem, we obta in 
wh ich implies 
= + - (3.9) 
dr \ / dr 
+ p M 2 & > / R / ( y R 厂 ) • 
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Hence, p ropos i t ion 3.1.4，（3.6)，(3.8) and (3.9) impl ies t ha t 
( m + 2p — 1)A / 1 
J M 
> 2 [ 
J M 
二 [ {\u\'-divX -2{ujQ coy 
J M 
> [ ^ ^ _ - + m l^c^ P) * 1 一 
— J M 乂 
J M T 
J M V 
I n other words, we have 
— [ ^ V l c j p * 1 + ( 2 p - m ) / * 1 
Jm JM 
+ ( m + 2 p - 1)A / * 1 
Jm 
> / (m — 
1 阶 — 1)M2 * 1 (3.10) 
Jm -
+ [ - r v T ^ / ( A / H r ) ) | c ^ p * 1 
J M 
+ [ ( — + 2 a r V W \ f { V W \ r ) - 1 ) ) * 
Jm 乂 r 
and by (3.7), we obta in 
- [ * 1 + (2p -m) / � � | 2 * i 
J M 'JM 
+(m + 2p-l)(A + A) / 叫。 
Jm (3.11) 
> - 2 / + 2 / * 1 
一 Jm 扣 JM 
> - 2 y * 1 - (m + - l)(/\ + ^ * 
We can always f ind a smooth funct ion 小 such tha t 
1, 're[o，i 
0, r G [1 + oo) 
—— v 
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丁 m r ) = 
= - < ( r ) . 
B y the def in i t ion of 0，we have 
T^r < { l + s H r -
P u t th is in to (3.11)，we ob ta in 
r4- f e丁M2*l + (2p —m) / 
or Jm JM 
+ 2 ( m + 2 p - 1)(A + A ) I {1 + > 0. 
J M 
Hence, the monoton ic i t y inequal i ty follows, namely, 
！ (一A+A)?p二m f > 0 , 
dr \ Jm J 
where (：； 二 2(1 + e ) { m + 2p - 1). 
As (J < p, we obta in the fo l lowing inequal i ty 
f * 1 < ^C(X^A)p^2p-m f ^ 1. (3.12) 
J M J M 
I f / |a;|2 * 1 is unbounded, then the monoton ic i ty inequal i ty follows im-
JBp{x) 
mediately. So, we may always assume tha t i t is f ini te. B y Lebesgue dominated 
convergence theorem, we can compute the fo l lowing l im i t : 
l i m f 二 e 一 m f 
Jm J Ba{x) 
where C 二 2{jn + 2p - 1). 
B y tak ing 5 —> 0 on r ight hand side of (3.12), the proposed inequal i ty follows. • 
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Remark 1. 
I f cj satisfies the conservation law, we can pu t A = 0 i n (3.6) and i f a 二 6 = —c < 0， 
t hen (3.10) becomes 
- [ * 1 + (2p - m) / ^Icjp * 1 
J M J M 
> [ { m - 2 p - l ) ^ ( r v / N / ( V l ^ r ) - * 1 
J M 
+ [ + 2 e ( r y R / ( y R r ) — 1) ) * 1. 
J M \ T 
— Since r co th ( r ) > 1 for any r，and i f m - - 1 > 0，then, i t impl ies tha t 
— - [ e V l a ; p * l + ( 2 p - m ) [ > 0-
J M J M 
Using the same method as in the proof of theorem 3.2.3，we conclude tha t 
a 卻 - 爪 [ f 
JBa{x) JBp{x) 
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3.2.1 Monotonicity Formula for Harmonic Maps 
We have shown tha t bundle valued p—forms wh ich fu l f i l l the conservation 
law sat isfy the mono ton ic i t y inequal i ty. Ac tua l l y , i t is a general izat ion of the 
mono ton ic i t y fo rmula for harmonic maps. 
D e f i n i t i o n 3 . 2 . 1 . 1 Let M , N he smooth manifolds and g, h are the corresponding 
metric tensors‘ If f : M — N ts-a smooth map, then the energy density e{f), 
tension field r(/)； are defined by 
e{f) ：二 |m/|2， 
T ( / ) ：二 
where {e^} is a local orthonormal frame field on M. 
D e f i n i t i o n 3 .2 .1 .2 f is said to be harmonic if r { f ) 二 0 
W o r k i n g on the pul led back bundle f-^TN, df .. M 一 "TM 0 f'^TN, we 
_ find tha t df satisfies the conservation law. Namely, by propos i t ion 3.1.3, we have 
{dzvSdf){X) 二 {S{df),zx{df)) + {zxd{df}, df) 一 
二 - { T { f ) J . X ) 
= 0 . 
Hence, (3.6) is satisfied, and we can take A = 0. 
I f (7 < p, then, we obta in the monoton ic i ty inequal i ty for harmonic maps 
e。〜、饥 f e{f) * 1 < m f 已⑴ * 工， 
J B咖、 J Bp、:、 
where C = C{m,k). • 
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3.2.2 Bochner-Weitzenbock Formula 
Bochner-Wei tzenbock fo rmula is one of the most i m p o r t a n t tools i n geometric 
analysis. Eells and Sampson [8] use th is fo rmula to ob ta in an vanishing theorem 
of harmonic maps. 
D e f i n i t i o n 3 . 2 . 2 . 1 We define the trace Laplace operator, V ^ by 
• 2 二 V e 乂 r V v e , 。 
where {e^} is a local orthonormal frame field on M. 
T h e o r e m 3 .2 .2 .2 ( W e i t z e n b o c k f o r m u l a ) Letu G T{A*TpM ^ E ) , then 
Auj - -V^cj + S, 
where S{Xi,...，Xp) 二 ( —l)\i^ (e2，X/c)u)(e” 义1’... 
Proof. We choose a local o r thonormal f rame f ield at an arb i t ra ry point p, such 
"" that V e而 Ig 二 0- Thus, at p, we have 
_ d6ij{Xi,...，Xp) 
= ( - 1 严 ) ) ( 而 ， … ， 叉 & ， … ， X p ) 
二 （ ― ， 叉 , ， . . . 
- ( - I p + I ^ ^ M 知 … . ， • X f c X j ， … ， 知 … ( 3 13) j 
+ ( — l y c + i f (•一)(e”Xi,... 
j 
二（-1 广(V；^ 入 《 c j ) ( e 7 : , X i , … ， X p ) . 
O n the other hand, we get 
=-Ve,dLj(ei,Xi,... , Xp) 
+ ^ du、ei, yY i ,...，Ve iX j ,...，Xp) 
j — 





+ ( — i y ( V v e , ; c / ^ ) ( e “ X i， . . .，叉 _；，…，义p ) ( 3 . 1 4 ) 
+ ( - … ( e “ 而 , … . ， … ， 礼 … ， 勾 
j<k 
+ ( — 1 严 ( V e ， 為 看 ” 义 1 ， … . 又 … 
+ ( - i y X i , . . . , X j , . . . ,Xp) 
Since { e j satisfies Ve.e^ \p = 0, we deduce tha t = 0 and V^ .^e,； = 0 at p. 
Thus (3.13) and (3.14) gives 
= ~ ( ( V e . V e , - . . .，拟 
• 
Let f .. M — N, i f we let uj = df e T{T*M^f-^TN) i n the above formula, then 
S{ej) = -{R{ei,ej)df)ei 
= ( V e . V e / / ) ⑷ - { V e ] 、 d f ) ⑷ - ( ⑷ 
二 + - Ve^dfiVe^e,) — V e^. df (V e, + df {V 
-(Ve,Ve,^i/(e,) — — V識V已,“ + DFIVEVE^E,)) 
(3.15) 
= + + /.(Ve^-Ve,e,)) 
- + /“Ve 八 eO) 
—(•[/*e,:，Ae)]/*e2 — /*(V[e„e,]e,；)) 
二 - R N ( J 而 , + fJiicMe]. 
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T h e o r e m 3.2.2.3 ( B o c h n e r f o r m u l a ) Let f : M — N be a harmonic map. 
Then, we have 
- A e ( / ) 二 — 〈 i ^ " ( / * e ” / * e 》 / * e ” / * e 》 + {f .Rzc' ' 'e, , U , ) . 
Proof. Same as before, we assume that {e^} satisfies Vg^e -^ 二 0 at an arbi t rary 
point p in M. A t p, by Weitzenbock formula and (3.15), we have 
二 \ v “ \ u d f , d : m — 
二〈(VeisVei — 〜 M f , df) + 
=丨Ve,办(e?:)|2 — m f 而 , f 功 而 , U i ) +〈/*历cMe^.， 
• 
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3.3 Conservation Law and Vanishing Theorem 
T h e o r e m 3 . 3 . 1 Let M be an m-dimensional complete simply-connected mani-
fold whose sectional curvature is non-posiUve and varies moderately. Let E be 
a vector bundle over M and u is an integrable p-form with values in E. If u 
satisfies the conservation law and m > 2p, then cj 三 0‘ 
Remark. We w i l l give the meaning of the t e r m "varies moderate ly" i n the proof. 
Proof. Let BR{XO) be a geodesic ba l l centered at Xo w i t h radius R, and X = r£： 
where # is the un i t rad ia l vector field，by propos i t ion 3.1.5, we have 
or 
JBR{XO) JDBNIXO) 2 OT JDBNIXO) 
^ f [ * 1 (3.16) 
JdBRixo) 2 JdBRixo) 9r 
」JdEnixo) 
and 
•悬X 二悬， _ 
— V e ^ X 二 rHess( r ) (es ,e如， 
divX 二 1 + rHess(r)(es, e^), 
where {cs, is a local o r thonormal frame field in BR{XO), and 1 < s,t < m - l . 
B y simple calculat ion, we obta in 
( u o CJ, V X ) = + (ie.cj, Ze,u;)rHess(es, et), 
\ dr 
〈又，VX) 二 (1 + rHess(r)(e5, e^)) — —、、⑴,Ze,uj)rEess{es, et). 
Let K be the sectional curvature in BR{XQ), we w i l l consider the fo l lowing cases: 
(1) - 0 ? < K < < 0 where a,b are posit ive constants, 
f2) 一A < K < 0 where A is a posit ive constant such tha t for some posit ive 
乂 」 1 + — — 
smal l constant s, A satisfies 
1 / i V 1 A < - (1 - 2s) + - -
~ 4 V p J 」4 
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Case 1: 
B y Hessian compar ison theorem [11], we get 
br coth{hr){g - dr ® dr) < rHess( r ) < ar coth(ar)(g - dr 0 dr), 
and 
> — + (1 + H r n - 1) C0th(6r)) 
—iiuj 2 — ar coth{ar){ie,oj,ie,(^) 
二 (HLzlhr coth{br) - (1 - tJ") ) -
+ (^丄 + ^^H^lllyr cot\i{br) - ar co th (a r ) )〈ies⑴,es⑴、. 
\2p 2p J 
Since .t coth(a;) > 1 for a l l x , i t follows tha t 
7 7 7 — 1 1 m — 2p 
HL-lbr coth{bT) - 1 - — > > 0. 
m — 1 n , 
Moreover, co th(x ) is a decreasing func t ion and i f - U, we get 
—+ 爪—Hr coth(br) - ar co th (a r ) — 
> - 1 + - a)r coth(6r) > 0. 
- 2 p 、2p 
I t follows t h a t 、 S ^ V X ) > for some (5 > 0. 
Case 2: 
B y Hessian comparison theorem again, the bounds on Hess(r) is 
g - d r ^ d r < rHess(r) < p{g - dr ® dr), 
where 二 • + ^ V l + 4A < ？ ^ ^ — & Then, we have 
2 2 ^V 
m. - 2p 9 / m - - 1 \ ,. . 、 
〈又,VX�> 悬 Q ^ + 。 " ） 、 、 ⑴ ⑴ 、 . 
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So, we can assume 6 > 0 such t h a t 
F r o m the above two cases and (3.16), we obta in, 
-R [ M 2 * l > / 
2 JDBRIXO) J BR{XO) 
> S * 1. 
JBR{XO) 
ULU^O, then,- there exists RQ, such tha t , for any R〉RQ and cer ta in O 0, we 
have —_ 
I Icc；!^  * 1 > c > 0 , 
which impl ies 
[|cj|2 * 1 = f f \Ld\'^dadR 
J M 人 JDBRIXO) 
— r f说 f 2 1、 
> / — / * 1 dR -
—JRO JBR{XO) ) 
一 -广2 5 C 』 
> / ——dR 二 oo. 
—JRO R 
Since uj is integrable, contradic t ion exists . Hence, u vanishes everywhere. • 
Chapter 4 
On conformally compact Einstein 
Manifolds 
I n th is chapter, we w i l l give a br ief survey on Leung and Wan's result [19], 
wh ich is a general izat ion of [27] and [28] on the topo logy of conformal ly compact 
Einste in manifolds. Leung and W a n apply the conservation law to harmonic maps 
w i t h f in i te t o ta l energy to obta in a mono ton ic i t y inequal i ty and they use i t to 
prove a vanishing theorem. -
D e f i n i t i o n 4 . 0 . 1 Let [M,g) he a complete Riemannian manifold. ( M , g) is said 
to be conformally compact if M is the interior of a compact manifold M with 
boundary dM; and there exists a smooth function p on M such that p > 0 in 
M", p 二 0 on dM, dp 0 on DM, and g 二 p〜extends continuously on M. In 
the case, p is called a defimng function and {dM^glg^)以 called the conformal 
infinity of M. 
Def in ing funct ions are unique up to a mu l t i p l i ca t ion of a smooth posit ive func-
t i on on M . Hence the conformal class [g] is uniquely determined by g as is the 
conformal class [7] of the induced metr ic 7 = g\dM on dM. 
E x a m p l e : g = ^dx'^) has the conformal in f in i ty 
丄 ^ 
71 
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D e f i n i t i o n 4 .0 .2 A conformally compact manifold is said to he asymptotically 
hyperbolic, denoted as AH, if \dp\g 三 1 on DM. 
L e m m a 4 .0 .3 If M is conformally compact and Einstein，i.e. g satisfies RiCg = 
—ng, then M is asymptotically hyperbolic. 
Proof. B y def in i t ion, g = hence, the Chr is tof fe l symbols of g and g are 
related by 
Let K i j be the sect ional curvature corresponding to g of the tangent plane 
spanned by e^  and e^, where {e^；} is an o r thonorma l basis w i t h respect to the 
metr ic g. The sect ional curvature K，,] corresponding to g is defined simi lar ly. We 
have 
Krj 二 p-、Ki] + \dp\l) — + e^)), 
r) 
where D" is the Hessian operator of p. On dM, p = 0. Hence, K^^j tends to —\dp\^ 
— o n dM.— - -
I t is known tha t the Ricci tensor of g can be calculated by 
rjVk f)r^k 
r> —…ij ik , j^k p/ 7-fc-pZ 
The Ricci tensors of g and p are related by 
F 丄 r 1、万 2p 丄,Ap \dp\l\ _ 
Ric = Ric + (n — 1) h n g , 
P \ P P^ / 
where A is the Laplace operator of p. 
W h e n p = 0，we have \dp\^ = 1. The sectional curvature of g tends to —1 on 
the boundary. • 
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4.1 Energy Decay of Harmonic Maps with Fi-
nite Total Energy 
Le t ( j V r - ^ \ g ) be an A H conformal ly compact man i fo ld . We w i l l use Efj = 
and to denote the boundary components and the corresponding ends 
respectively. Accord ing to [18], we can parametr ize by (t,x) and g can be 
w r i t t e n as p 二 t - 琴 + hit, .))，where h{t,.) is a fami l y of metr ics on dM wh ich 
depends on t smoothly. We always assume tha t h is i n M. For smal l h, ts, 
where 0 〈 力 i < 力2，we have the fo l lowing notat ions 
一 Ei 二 {peE' :0< t{p) < t i } , 
Aji，,2 二、pGEL.h<t{p)<t2h 
S j i 二 . . t 泌 二 h}, 
and 
风 1 = M\\J,EI. 
For s impl ic i ty, i f we work on a f ixed end, we w i l l drop the superscript i and 
use the notat ions: E t , , and Et , instead. 
L e m m a 4 . 1 . 1 Let 71/尸+1，n>2, he a conformally compact manifold with Ric > 
-n and N is a complete manifold wUh non-postUve sectional curvature. If f : 
五如N IS a smooth harmonic map wUh finite total energy from a fixed end Et, 
into N, then 
f |V/P 二 0{e) as t 0. 
JEt 
Proof. For sufficient smal l to, F、is paramatr ized by where x 6 & and 
t G (0，to). Let {e,;} i<i<n be a local or thonormal frame f ield on Et。and X is a 
smooth vector field. Let Sf = - P d s ^ be the stress energy tensor of f， 
since f is harmonic，we have 
n 
{Sf, V X ) = div{e{f)X) 一 div{{f.x, /*e》e7)， 
？:二1 
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wh ich impl ies 
[ { S f . V X ) = [ e { f ) { X , n ) d a - [ {f.X 
where n is the un i t no rma l vector. Le t X 二 — 續 on 五t。，by app ly ing the above 
conservat ion law to X and Stoke's formula, we ob ta in 
/ (5/.VX) = / j i v m - + •們一4’-必抓 
- / m-th、观1~严一 jx〈务力I),奶—力I)�阮， 
J St T 
which can be w r i t t e n as 
U j •麻 -去 / j •胸 = I / I 餐 h — / / I 餐卜 
+ [ { S f ^ X ) 
JAr,t 
For a fixed po in t p 二 (t，a;) G 五t。，观 use no rma l coordinates 2 = 1，...，n 
w i t h respect t o the metr ic h{t, •) centered at p. T h e n j o 二 力 f，and e^  二 
i 二 1 ， . . ， 几 forms an or thonormal basis at p. Recal l t ha t 
g{t,x) 二 厂 2 (汲 2 + 一 
let 1 < 'i, j < we have 
ro — 1 -pO _ w _ Q 丄 00 — 一？ —丄00 —u, 
, 1 cfc hU dhu r^ — # -J 
— t^ ^ 2 a t ' 
二 T V ^ dock 乂， 
which implies 
•印;C 二 0，a n d V e i X 二 e 「 f L ~ ^ e k . 
A t p, we have 
dwX = 
力 (h—idh 
二 1 歸 瓦 ) ， 
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and 
、 t dhij 




2 . , 1 
二 i l V / p f n - ^ T r , f h - ' ? ^ ) ) - 腳 
— 2 ' V 2 V 況 J J tl 
+--1： \ � D齡 偏 智 . 
B y the assumpt ion of h being C^ i n M and the fact tha t \{df{ei),df{ej))\ < 
|V/|2，we have {Sf, V X ) < C | V / p for 0 < t < to. Since f has finite t o ta l energy, 
so { S f , V X ) is integrable. 
We c la im tha t there exists a sequence of U approaching to 0 such tha t 
l i m [ | V / | 2如 t , 二 0. -
- A s s u m e on the contrary, there exists ^ > 0 such tha t 
f > 6, for a l l t G [0，力0]’ 
J JIT 厂 
where dVh is the volume element on E^^ w i t h respect to the metr ic h { U , x ) , i n 
dVh 
other words, ddt 二 
then, 
L f 斤—一 C 
,广。dt 
> 0 / — = oo. 
- J o t 
Cont rad ic t ion appears; our claims follows. As a consequence, when r goes to 0 
in (4.1)，we obta in 
I 〈 知 • 乂 Y 〉 二 义 叫 I { 卜 t — 臺 义 J V / | 2 机 (4.2) 
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B y the con t inu i ty of h, we can find t i , such tha t Vt G (0，ti), we have 
'二 1 n (4.3) 
二 ！ ! Z l ^力 2字 2 + 力丨称)丨2. 
2 d t 丄 i二 1 
for some constant C\ > 0. 2 n 
I n the fol lowing, we use | V t j f and to denote—力 2 — and ^ \df{ei)\^ 
7: 二 1 
respectively. F rom (4.2) and (4.3), we get 
！i：!^  [ + 2-3 以 [ |VJ |2 
2 JEt 2 JEt (4.4) 
< 1 1 机 - J / |V 机 
2 JEt " L t 
Let 
F{t) 二 [ and G{t) 二 [ 
JEt ^Et 
then, 
tF'it) 二 j \Vtf\^dat and tG'{t、二 j IVJpti^J尤， — 
and (4.4) becomes 
(n - C i t ) F ( t ) + (n - 2 - 3Cit)G{t) < tF'it) — tG'{f), (4.5) 
wh ich implies 
1 ( t 几 妳 [ m — GW)) > ( 2 n - 2 - 4Cht广、 
dt 
I f we choose ts 二 m i n { t i ,由 }， t h e n , for al l t G (0，^2), the follows holds 
- ( 广 妳 [ F [ t ) 一 G _ > 0. 
dt \ 
W h e n t tends to 0 in (4.5)，we have 
nF{t) + (n — 2)G{t) < hm{tF'{t) - tG\t)). (4.6) 
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As f has f in i te t o t a l energy, the r igh t hand side of (4.6) equals 0; meanwhi le, the 
lef t hand side is non-negative, so 
l i m F ⑴ 二 l i m G ( t ) 二 0. 
Th i s impl ies 
> Vt G (0,t2). 
W h e n n 二 2, since tG\t) > 0, (4.5) gives 
t F ( t ) 2 (n - Cit)F(^) - 3CitG{t) 
> ( n - 4 ( 7 i t ) F ( t ) ; 一 
when n > 3, since 3 C i t is sufficient small, we have 
tF\t) 2 (n - Cit)F(t) > (n - iCit)F\t) 
So, for a l l n , 
Hence, we have 
I n other words, 
F ⑴ 〜 2 力 " V t e ( 0 ， 力 2 ) . 
Since G{t) < F{t), we conclude tha t 
[ | V / f < 2Cf\ 
JEt 
• 
L e m m a 4.1 .2 Let f be a smooth harmonic map from an [n+1)-dimensional man-
ifold, then we have the following gradient estimate 
•2/2 J l + i ) |VlV/|p. 
" ‘V 几) 
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Proof. We fol low the method as i n [25]，by using no rma l coordinates { x j i < i < n + i 
at an a rb i t r a ry po in t p such tha t 
and = 2 < z < n + l , 
d 
where fi denotes the covariant der ivat ive of f w i t h respect to — . Then, we have 
i v n . = UIITLURY) 
V 乂 J. 
— fOi 
— J l j , 




> M V / f + + 
j=2 i=2 
n+l 1 /n+l \ 2 
j=2 ^ \i=2 J 
n+l 1 
I u 
/ 1 \ , 
— > 1 + - i v i v r i p . 
~ \ 
Hence, we obta in 
二 E a i v r i v | v r i 2 
— V E J V / I ^ 
< E M v / f 
a 
/ 1 \ - 1 
< ( i + i ) y 
~ V . 
/ 1 \ - 1 
< ( l + - ) |V2/ |2 . 
• 
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L e m m a 4 .1 .3 Let M, N be as m the lemma 4.1.1 and / : M — N is a smooth 
harmonic map with finite total energy, then 
[ 丨 V l V / l p c o o . 
J M 
Proof. We assume tha t M has finite number of ends, so we can work on a f ixed 
end, Etr Let ” be a smooth cutof f func t ion such t ha t 0 < ry < 1, r]{t)三 1 
for t e (0,1], r]{t) has a compact suppor t i n [0,2) and \r]\t)\ < C for a l l some 
constant C > 0. 
We define a func t ion : - > M by 
/ I ti \ 
(pix^t) = r ] - log — , 
then, 
/ 
0， t e 
\ 
which impl ies 
B y Bochner formula and the curvature assumptions on M and N, we obta in 
M u l t i p l y i n g b o t h sides by and by lemma 4.1.2, we have 
2 j U i V r i j h t i 
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B y Green's formula, the above inequal i ty implies 
i f < nf 
< n [ [ | V / | V 0 - ( / > V | V / | 
一 JEt, J^t, 
- 丄 印 I V / 丨 丨 2 + 警 义 叫 ！ 丨 • / 丨 2 
- < n [ 捕 + 1 _ V / P + | / 叫 - I V / I 〗 . 
JEt, JEt, ^ 
Thus, by the def in i t ion of we have 
IL 丄严 1 � 警 / J 基 H . 
Since E, , is compact and 丨 | 丨 V / l ^ is smooth in M , we can let r 一 oo and obtain 
[ | V | V / | p < oo. 口 
JEt^ -
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4.2 Vanishing Theorem of Harmonic Maps 
D e f i n i t i o n 4 . 2 . 1 The first eigenvalue of a hounded domain H in a manifold 
(M, g) is defined by 
F |V/|W 
二 i n f ^ ， 
L?，。(n)\{0} / p^y 
JQ “ 
where 
L\Q{P) 二 {f e Ll{D.)\f has compact support in 
Hence, the first eigenvalue A" of a complete mamfold (M, g) is defined to be 
Xg{M) = l i m Xg{B{R)), 
R—oo 
where B{R) is a geodesic hall of radius R with a fixed center. 
T h e o r e m 4 .2 .2 Let n > 2 be an AH conformally compact manifold 
such that RiCg > -ng and Ag 2 n - 1. Assume that f is a smooth harmonic 
map with finite total energy from M into a smooth mamfold N with non-positive 
sectional curvature. IfXg>n — i，then f is a constant ma/p. IfXg = n - l , then 
either f is a constant map or M splits into M x E with the wrapped product metric 
g 二 + cosh?(t、h，where (E, h) is a compact manifold with RiCh > —(n — 1). 
Proof. Let C = | V / | " , we claim tha t C ^ L ^ ( M ) i f | < ^ < 1. For each f ixed end 
E t ” we set tk = 2 — 動 H o l d e r inequal i ty implies 
/ E = [ 
7 �+i’tfc 从 fc+i’� 
f r , Y f r y - ' 
< / | V / | 2 咖 g / dvg 
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二 / I • 胸 / / l ^ j 
/ r Y f , 、 广 力 V ' ' 
< / \ y f \ dvg sup v o l h i ^ t ) / 
—V〜+i，〜 / 人奸 1 / 
( s u p v o 綱 / , 、 “ 。 m 
< ^ / iv/N C ” . 
y 几 y � " � / 
F r o m lemma 4.1.1, we have 
/ f y p f SUPo<t<ti VOlh{^t)\ 1—" nP,-n{l-P) 
/ < G h Cfc+i 
Since t i is smal l and < 1, there exists C i wh ich is independent of k and f5 such 
tha t C i > 力 广 w h i c h implies 
r 2〈Q ( SUPo〈灿 volh(T.t)\ r，k 
L 一 - ‘ V - 乂 
where 7 二 n[2f5 — 1 ) 〉 0 . Summing on k, for any 5 > 1, we find tha t 
f , 2 z 广 f supoctcti volhi^tW'^ _ J _ 
As the upper bound is independent of s, we prove 
J ( - 。 〈 二 樣 ) 广 ( 4 . 7 ) 
Since the end Et , is arb i t rary, C ^  
I n the fol lowing, we w i l l use the curvature condi t ion of N and apply Bochner 
formula to prove tha t C G Observe tha t 
AC 二 PiP - 1)C^1V|V/1P + 风宇 A(|V/|), 
and 
MV/II 二伊C"nvc|2， 
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we have 
A C ' = > — 1)|VC|2 + / ^ c " ^ A ( | V / | 2 ) . 
Denot ing the curvature t e r m of N by KN, where KN < 0, i n the Bochner formula, 
we obta in, 
〉 2 ( i + - 1 ) |VC丨2 - 2 n p e - C ^ ^ ^ N . (4.81 
0 \ n J 
As in the proof of l emma 4.1.3，we m u l t i p l y b o t h sides by f and integrate on a 
f ixed end Et^, we have 
[树〉1(1 + 2(3-1、[ — 2 n " / 02(2， 
J E J / Je,, J^H 
which impl ies 
务 1�F ^^ IVCP 
P \n / JEt, 
< 2X [ 作 C | 2 +寻[|CV0|2 + 2n/5 [ [ t 基 , 
_ JEt^ 入 JEti JEti JSti 
where 2入二 丄 f l + - 1、 . F rom the above inequal i ty and by the same method 
P \n / 
as in lemma 4.1.3, we can prove tha t ( ^ L ” [ M ) . 
App l y i ng green's formula on M t , (4.8) implies 
— f t 〜。t > l ( - + 2 P - l ) [ IVCP - 2nP [ e - [ C - 〒 K f 
dr p \n / JMt JMt "Mt 
1 t (4.9) 
Since 
[ t ^ C ' d a , < [ eda^ + / |VC|2"〜， 
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and C G I/i’2(iV/)，we conclude tha t the r ight hand side of the above inequal i ty 
tends to 0 by using the argument in lemma 4.1.1. So, we can choose a sequence 
of f s approaching to 0，such tha t 
广 Q 
l i m / t ^ X ^ d a t 二 〇. 
T—O J[J. EI 次 
A^ a result, (4.9) becomes 
- [ + + [ |VCP < 2nP [ (2. (4.10) 
JM P V^ / JM JM 
I f (关 0，then Xg satisfies 
入< < — 
Not ing tha t ^ > I f o r n > 3, and i f we put = 1 - *， then A^ < n - 1. So / 
must be constant i f A^ > n - 1. I f A夕二 n - 1, then 
[C—华K" = 0， 
JM — 
impl ies tha t N is f lat. B y [27], the theorem follows. 
I f n 二 2, by Cheng's result [5], we have A" = 1. The def in i t ion of \ implies 一 
[IVCP > / C2. 
J M J M 
Let 二去 + for some (5 > 0, then, (4.10) gives 
-L广知 各丄广 _ 
To estimate / we f ix a small t i > 0 and get 
JM 
[ e = [ j e- (4.12) 
JM J Mt 〜 J。iEli 
Since Mt, is compact, we can find a constant which is independent of 5 such that 
[ / (413) 
J MT] J 
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For the second t e r m in (4.12), we app ly (4.7) to each E 、 a n d ob ta in 
/ 声 CiV^-V：^， （4.14) 
W h e r e ^ 二 sup ( sup . F r o m (4.11), (4.13) and (4.14), when 5 tends 
i \o<t<ti 2 J 
t o 0，we conclude tha t N is f lat . 口 
B y using the preceding vanishing theorem, Leung and W a n derive the fo l lowing 
topo log ica l result : 
T h e o r e m 4 .2 .3 Let n>2^be an AH conform,ally compact manifold 
such that mc, > -ng and A, > n - 1. then, for any non pos—ely curved 
mamfold N，eUher the homotopy classes m [(M, ^M), (iV, *)] are trwml or M 
spius t o R x E for some compact mamfold (E，/i) with wrapped product metric 
dt) + cosh2(t)". 
Th i s theorem is a g enera l i za t i on of W i t t e n and Yan's work [28], on the comiect-
edness of the conformal in f in i ty of a conformal ly compact E inste in mani fo ld. 
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